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ABSTRACT 
The Mossbauer Effect was used to measure the phase 
transitions in the following ferroelectric compounds: 
95% PbZr0 . 8Ti0 . 2o3 - 5% BiFe0 3 
95% PbZr 0 . 7Ti0 . 3o3 - 5% BiFe0 3 
and in the antiferroelectric compound: 
95% PbZr0 3 - 5% BiFe0 3 • 
i 
The parameters obtained were the area under the resonance 
peak, the isomer shift, and the electric quadrupole 
splitti~g, all as a function of temperature. The ionicity, 
electric field gradient, and Debye temperature were 
determined for room temperature. 
The data are discussed in terms of the lattice 
vibration model of ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics, 
and the structural phase transitions as recently defined 
for these compounds. The ionicity is determined and 
discussed in relation to crystal distortion and Curie 
temperature. The electric field gradient is related to 
the relative polarizations of the different samples. A 
discussion of ~he mixture of charge states in the A and 
the B ion sites of the perovskite structure, and the 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The current theory of ferroelectricity requires an 
anomalous lowering of the frequency of certain lattice 
modes near the phase change from the paraelectric to the 
ferroelectric region of crystal symmetry. The experimental 
determination of these lattice modes and their behavior 
with temperature usually requires large single crystals 
for neutron scatteri~g or infrared measurements. Signifi-
cant data of this sort are available only for a few 
ferroelectrics such as barium titanate (BaTi0 3 ), and 
strontium titanate (SrTio·3) •· 
It has been s~ggested that the Mossbauer effect should 
be able to determine the presence of temperature dependent 
lattice modes in ferroelectrics by displayi~g a decreased 
recoilless absorption at the Curie temperature due to the 
lattice mode softening at the Brillouin zone center 
[k = (000)]. The suggested effect has been obseryed in 
barium titanate and a few other compounds with varying 
success. It was also suggested that antiferroelectrics 
should resemble ferroelectrics in displaying decreased 
recoilless absorption at the Curie temperature, but that 
the decrease could be much la~ger in magnitude. The lattice 
mode should soften at the edge of the Brillouin zone, but 
may be quite low for the whole zone. 
The object of this experiment was to study the Mossbauer 
effect in an antiferroelectric and in related ferroelectrics. 
2 
A set of three compounds of high lead zirconate content in 
the lead zirconate-lead titanate-bismuth ferrate ternary · 
system were chosen to compare the ferroelectric 
rhombohedral-cubic phase transition and the antiferroelectric 
orthorhombic-cubic phase transition,using Mossbauer 
spectroscopy as a diagnostic tool. 
The literature survey discusses the basics of the 
Mossbauer effect, ferroelectricity, antiferroelectricity, 
the perovskite structure, the above ternary system, and 
the Mossbauer effect in ferroelectrics. 
The experimental section discusses the parameters 
obtained in Mossbauer effect studies and the apparatus 
needed to perform the experiment. The data are presented 
and discussed with conclusions in the final section. · 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
A. THE MOSSBAUER EFFECT. 
Rudolf Mossbauer 1 ' 2 discovered in 1958 that the 
resonance absorption in iridium 191 apparently increased at 
low temperatures. This was contrary to the expectation 
that the resonance overlap should decrease as the thermal 
broadening of the linewidth decreased. Mossbauer's 
explanation, based on the results of Lamb 3 for neutron 
capture in crystals, was that the gamma rays were being 
resonantly absorbed and emitted without recoil by the 
nucleus. This process allows the energy of the emitted 
3 
gamma ray to overlap the absorption energy level without the 
need for thermal broadening or large Doppler shifts.~ 
The Nobel prize in Physics was awarded to Mossbauer in 
1962 for this discovery, which vastly improved the state of 
the art in the nuclear resonance absorption of gamma rays. 
The effect is capable of resolving energy to one part in 
11· . 10 ' and measures hyperf1ne interactions of the nuclear 
spin to an accuracy of 10-6 electron volts (ev), using gamma 
rays of energies between 10 and 100 kev. The correct 
explanation of the effect requires quantum theory, but semi-
classical models are often used to explain the basic details 
of the effect. Lipkin5 has derived a sum rule for the 
interaction of a gamma ray with a quantized crystal lattice: 
· ~Z· k2 
- E(ni)].P(nf,ni) = 2M = R U) 
where nf,ni represent the final and initial states of the 
lattice, 
E(n) is the energy of the nth state, 
P(nf,ni) is the probability of transition between 
the states, 
n is Planck's constant divided by 2~, 
k is the wave vector for the gamma ray, 
M is the mass of the absorbing nucleus, 
R is the recoil energy imparted to the lattice. 
Since no terms for transitionless absorption appear in 
the sum, the sum of the probabilities on the left side of 
the equation can be less then unity. The difference from 
unity determines the probability for a recoilless process. 
The total probability must be unity. Recoilless emission, 
in general, can be achieved if the gamma ray energy lies in 
a range where the recoil energy, R, is comparable to the 
lattice vibration energy levels. 
The conservation of energy requirement is satisfied by 
the above rule, but it is not immediately apparent how the 
4 
conservation of momentum occurs. It is found that the recoil 
momentum is capable of being transferred to the whole lattic~ 
rather than being taken up by a single atom. The probability 
of such a transfer is given by: 
(2) 
where X is the displacement of the atom. This expression 
can be evaluated to give the Lamb - Mossbauer factor, f, 
given as: 
Here 
and is the Debye-Waller factor, common in X-ray dif-
fraction. A more elaborate evaluation, using the Debye 
model, 6 gives: 
where kB is Boltzmann's constant, 
en lS the Debye temperature, 





~ is the De bye integral related I • to the R1emann Zeta 
functions. 7 From this relationship, we can see that the 
recoil free fraction, f, will increase with eD. The vari-
ation of f with temperature for different Debye tempera-
tures is given in figure 1. 
The linewidth of the resonance line is unaffected by 
usual broadenings and is usually quite close to the natural 
linewidth. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle can be 
used to find the natural linewidth as follows: 
r = :fi 
'[' 
where r is the full linewidth at half maximum, 
T is the mean life of the excited state of the 
nucleus. 
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The cross section for the transition is given by 
where ~ = ~c, is the wavelength of the radiation, 
cr 0 is the cross section, 
IB,IA are the nuclear spins for the excited and 
ground states, 
( 8) 
ry is the linewidth for gamma ray absorption, and 
r is the linewidth for the total transition. 
• I For resonance absorptlon, the cross-section is multiplied 
' by the line shape function, given by the Breit-Wigner or 
Lorentzian form: 
= fcr 0 
1 
where E0 is the transition energy, 
crM is the Mossbauer cross section. 
(9) 
7 
The theory is developed by Abragam8 (in French), Boyle 
and Hall, 9 and Danon. 10 
The Mossbauer effect gives us three basic parameters: 
the energy E, linewidth r, and intensity f. The energy 
level resonant with the y-ray of energy E can be shifted 
0 
and/or split into several different levels due to hyperfine 
interactions, and relativistic effects. The hyperfine 
interactions will be discussed later. The relativistic 
effects include the gravitational red shift of the 
y-ray, 11 and the thermal motion of the atoms (considered as 
a second order Doppler shift). 
8 
The l~newidth, besides being a measure of the lifetime 
of the nuclear states, is affected by.relaxation effects 
resulting from phase transitions, spin exchange and atomic 
motion. These cause a broadening of the linewidth. The 
linewidth has been narrowed by using coincidence Mossbauer 
spectroscopy. 12 The apparent life time of the excited state 
is increased by discriminating against the gamma rays 
emitted within the first few lifetimes. 
The intensity of absorption, or the Mossbauer fraction 
f, has been shown to be dependent on the vibrational energy 
of the lattice through the Debye-Waller Factor. It can be 
affected by the lattice symmetry. 
Gonser 13 has reviewed experimental examples of many of 
these effects observed in solid state materials. The 
interactions that apply to the interpretat~on of ~he results 
of this experiment and to the consideration of ferro: 
electricity, will ?e discussed .. ) .. ater. 
B. FERROELECTRICITY 
· A ferroelectric crystal may be defined as having 
reversible electric polarization. This can be demonstrated 
by generating hysteresis loops, using a Sawyer-Tower 
Circuit. 14 Since the polarization is due to position of 
ionic charges within the crystal lattice, symmetry conditions 
can be imposed for ferroelectricity. The crystal must be 
9 
polar and noncentrosymmetric to show a dipole moment along 
a specific direction* but the presence of a moment does not 
imply reversibility. 
Ferroelectrics are characterized by a large dielectric 
constant, which becomes anomalously high near a phase 
transition between states having different polarizations. 
The transition has been called the "polarization catastrophe", 
and is the result of the elastic forces in the crystal 
being balanced out by the polarization forces, so that the 
crystal can distort appreciably under the influence of a 
very small electric field. The Clausius-Mossotti equation 
gives a simplified reason for this occurrence. The 
equation is: 15 
e: = 
1+8rrl:N.a. 
~. ~. l.. 
l-4rrl:N.a. 3 J.. J.. 
Where e: is the dielectric constant, and 
(10) 
N. is the number of ions having polarizability a .• 
l J.. 
When the denominator becomes zero, e: becomes very large, 
while the lattice becomes "soft" and a phase transition 
takes place. If the denominator is assumed to behave 
linearly with temperature above the phase transition, the 
* Of the 32 point groups, 21 are noncentrosymmetric. 
Only 10 of the 20 can be shown to be polar, and 
therefore capable of being ferroelectric. 





where T is the Curie temperature, 
c 
C is a proportionality constant. 
(11) 
Devonshire 16 ' 17 ' 18 has developed a phenomenological 
thermodynamic theory for ferroelectrics which uses the 
Maxwell relations for the Gibbs free energy function, as 
defined by: 
dG = -SdT -xdX +EdP 
where s lS the entropy, 
T is the temperature, 
X is the strain, 
X is the stress, 
E is the electric field, 
p is the polarization. 
The free energy function G is expanded in terms of the 
polarization as follows: 
where G is the non-ferroelectric free energy, 
0 
s, y, a are constants to be determined from the 
(12) 
(13} 
experimental data using the Maxwell relations. The first 
constant, S, gives the temperature behavior of the 
dielectric constant; 
10 
B = c I (T - T ) 
0 
where C' is a proportionality constant, 
T0 is the transition temperature. 
(14) 
For a first order transition, the second constant, y, 
must be negative to allow the equality of G across the 
11 
phase boundary for non-zero polarization. The y is positive 
for second order phase transitions (the third constant 
becomes negligible) for which the polarization in both 
phases. goes continuously to zero at the transition 
temperature, 
Early attempts at explaining ferroelectricity were 
limited to interpretation of dielectric data in terms of 
Devonshire's constants. A more fundamental approach, 
proposed simultaneously by Cochran 19 and Anderson, 2 ~ was 
based on consideration of the temperature dependence of 
the lattice modes. The importance of the mode relationships 
to the dielectric constant is shown by the Lyddane-Sachs-
Teller (LST) equation21 : 
w...2 ' 
. "l" , ·£:(co ) 
--2. = £((f) 
wL 
(15) 
where wT2 is the frequency of the transverse optic lattice 
mode; 
wL 2 is the frequency of the longitudinal optic 
lattice mode, 
£(oo} is the high frequency dielectric constant, and 
12 
E(O) is the static dielectric constant. 
It was demonstrated using simplified lattice models that 
the transverse mode could give the required temperature 
dependence to the dielectric constant, E(O). 
Barker22 gives a derivation for the mode frequencies 
of a simple diatomic cubic lattice in which the Z-axis 
becomes a preferred axis. The acoustic modes are not 
considered because they have no effect upon the polari-
zation of the lattice. The frequencies of the long 




2 1 [2A 
4-7rav-. . 
WT = + 4-B - v4-'l!"a/3v] )l 1 -
2 
.el 
2 1 [2A 
87r~ ... 
WL = + 4B + v87ra/3v] )l 1 + 
(16) 
(17) 
where Jl is the reduced mass (Jl = m1m2/ Cm1 + m2>), 
A, B are the nearest neighbor inter-ionic potentials 
along z and perpendicular to z, respectively, 
e1 is the electronic charge on ion 1, e 2 = -e1 , 
a lS the polarizability of the ions, 
v is the volume of the cell. 
The local field and polarization for the two cases are 
shown in figure 2. In the longitudinal mode, no cancellation 
of the local fields with the inter-ionic forces is possible. 
However, in the transverse mode, the last term may cancel 
the first two terms to give zero frequency, causing the 
lattice to become unstable and to seek a stable lower 
13 
TRANSVERSE OPTICAL PHONONS: E = 4rr p local -"3 
-----fE"._ ___ -p--- ---
- - - - _J..Qc_gl._ - ~ - - - - -- -- K 
LONGITUDINAL OPTICAL PHONONS: Elocal = (-47T + 4~ )P 
= - !!__ p 3 
Figure 2. THE LOCAL ELECTRIC FIELDS DUE TO TRANSVERSE AND 
LONGITUDINAL OPTICAL PHONONS. The local electric field 
(long range interaction) tends to assist the lattice 
distortion associated with the transverse optical phonon, 
but tends to resist the distortion associated with the 
longitudinal optical phonon. The horizontal dashed lines 
depict the wave nodes. 
symmetry state. When this happens, it is possible to give 
the temperature de~endence near the instability by: 
(18) 
which leads to the Curie-Weiss law (11) for the dielectric 
constant, through the application of the LST relation (15). 
The last term in (16) varies with temperature because the 
cell volume is temperature dependent. As the temperature 
decreased, the volume decreases, until the term is large 
e~ough to balance the short range inter-ionic forces, A 
and B. The resulting phase transition is then studied 
using a power series expansion of G in terms of the 
polarization, P. The success of Devonshire's model for 
macroscopic phenomena is carried over into this theory. 
14 
The simplified microscopic model given above has been 
expanded to give a more exact explanation of ferroelectricity. 
Many attempts have been made since Ginzburg 28 ' 2 ~first madehW 
calculations of optical frequencies required to explain the 
high dielectric constant at the ferroelectric phase 
transition in 1949. Cochran 19 and Anderson 20 made various 
approximations of the atomic potentials to demonstrate the 
temperature dependence of the transverse optic modes. Vaks, 
Galitsklland Larkin26 applied a self-consistent field method 
to calculate the damping of collective excitations near a 
phase transition. Vaks 27 continued this effort, using a 
much improved free energy expansion derived by Kwok and 
Miller. 28 Cowley29 ' 30 has developed a theory of lattice 
dynamics using thermodynamical Green's functions to 
15 
calculate the effects of anharmonicity on the lattice. 
Silverman 31 used an augmented Hamiltonian-to balance out the 
majority of the anharmonic effects, so that perturbation 
theory could be used to obtain the lattice vibrations. 
Doniach 32 outlined a variational approach to find the free 
energy of a ferroelectric lattice. These attempts have not 
been too successful because of the large number of parameters 
to be considered. A recent attempt to reduce the number of 
parameters was made by Lines; 3 ' 34 ' 35 using a cluster model 
to approximate the surroundings of ions beyond the nearest 
neighbor sites. A self-consistent result was obtained, 
which was applied to lithium tantalate (LiT~0 3 ). 
Other models have been proposed, including a tunneling 
model by Brout et al. 36 which suggests that above the 
transition temperature the polar ion is able to tunnel 
between the wells of the multiple-well potential. This 
suggests the possibility of psuedo-Jahn-Teller 37 effect as 
an alternative explanation of ferroelectricity. This effect, 
which induces an asymmetry in the lattice due to unfilled 
electronic shell configurations, has been suggested to 
account for the electron-phonon interaction resulting from 
the partially covalent bonding that exists in ferroelectrics. 
The lattice mode theories assume ionic bond~g alone. This 
idea was proposed by Fridkin 38 to complete the theory for 
the semiconducting ferroelectric SbSI. Sinha and Sinha 39 
proposed the Jahn-Teller effect 37 to explain the existence 
of the multiple well potential in BaTi0 3 . This was 
developed further by Shukla and Sinha~ 0 to include the 
electron-phonon interaction. A similar idea was proposed 
by Bersucker.~ 1 Jones~ 2 discussed some of the qualitative 
effects on the dielectric constant, using a Jahn-Teller 
potential well. Birman~ 3 discussed the possibility of the 
effect from a group-theoretical viewpoint in the proposed 
metallic ferroelectrics of Anderson and Blount,~~ as well 
as for conventional ferroelectrics that are dielectrics. 
Recent work by Yamada et al.~ 5 at the phase transition of 
BaTi0 3 suggests that the observed fluctuations can be 
explained equally well using the tunneling model or an 
overdamped phonon model such as the anharmonic models of 
Cowley. 30 
Group theoretical methods have been used to define the 
possible ferroelectric phase transitions2 ~hat can occur for 
a particular symmetry, and to make predictions as to what 
modes will be temperature dependent and interesting in 
infrared and Raman spectr~ and in neutron and x-ray i~ 
16 
scattering experiments. The basic work in this area was 
done by Haas,~ 6 Goldrich and Birman~ 7 and Cochran and Zia.~ 8 
Experimental work has been done by Cowley~ 9 with SrTi0 3 and 
Barker and coworkers in SrTiO 50 ' 51 BaTiO 50 ' 51 KTaO 51 3' 3' 3 
and LiNb0~52 An excellent survey of the experimental work 
in the study of ferroelectric modes was given by Murzin, 
Pasynkov and Solov'ev. 53 
C. ANTIFERROELECTRICITY 
As the name may suggest (in a qualified analogy with 
antiferrom~gnetism), antiferroelectrics are ferroelectrics 
in which the polarization of one subcell is oppositely 
directed to the polarization of a second adjacent cell. 
This gives a net zero polarization under normal conditions. 
A model of two interlacing lattices was used by Kittel 5 ~ 
to predict antiferroelectricity on the basis of the 
ferroelectric model in Devonshire's theory. Cross 55 
modified this to include the three dimensional Lorentz 
correction introduced by Slater 56 for BaTi0 3 , to explain 
the results obtained for NaNb0 3 • 
The lattice dynamical theories 19 differ only in the 
17 
suggestion that the soft mode has wave numbers corresponding 
to the Brillouin zone boundary, k = ~, instead of the zone 
a 
center, k = 0. This is necessary to allow the adjacent 
cells to have opposite polarizations. 
Silverman57 has developed a harmonic model for 
antiferroelectricity which gives the frequency behaviour of 
the temperature dependent mode as: 
where Tc + .llTk is the transition temperatur.e for the k 
mode, 
K is a proportionality constant. 
(19) 
In this model, Silverman assumed that the temperature 
dependent mode causing the cubic to antife~roelectric 
phase transition was the same one that explairedthe Curie 
law behavior,with the Curie point much less than the 
transition temperature. The ~Tk is an increasing function 
of k for this particular mode. 
Barker22 developed a linear chain model without making 
the above assumption and found a temper'ature dependence 
near the zone boundary only. Cochran and Zia48 have shown 
that at least two lattice modes are necessary to explain 
, phase transitions of the perovskite antiferroelectrics• 
The temperature dependence of the dielectric constant can 
be explained using the second mode, 
Miller and Kwok 58 have also developed a theory of 
microscopic free energy for antiferroelectrics~ Haas 46 has 
discussed the symmetry changes in several antiferroelectric 
phase transitions. Cochran and Zia48 examined the lattice 
modes which might be temperature dependent at the zone 
boundary in various multiple cell structures. 
D. STRUCTURE OF PEROVSKITES 
Of the class of displacive ferroelectrics, a large 
number belong to a structure family called perovskites. 
The prototype is the mineral perovskite having the 
composition CaTi0 3 • The structure for the AB0 3 materials 
is based on the cubic form, with the large oxygen atoms in 
cubic close-packed configuration, the A atom in the 12 
18 
19 
coordinated site, and the B atom in the 6 coordinated (or 
octahedral) site. The structure is depicted in figure 3 in 
two representations to show the symmetry of the A and B 
atoms. Goldschmidt 59 has given a criterion for atoms in an 
oxygen lattice: 
(20) 
where Ra, Rx, Rb are the radii of A, 0, and B ions. 
For perovskites, t is between 0.8 and 1.0, as can be 
seen in table I. 
The common ferroelectrics of this structure are BaTi0 3 , 
PbTi0 3 , KTa0 3 , KNb0 3 , and probably LiNb0 3 and BiFe0 3 , which 
are highly distorted. The compound NaNb0 3 displays bot~ 
ferroelectricity and antiferroelectricity at different 
temperatures. A well known antiferroelectric is PbZr0 3 . 
A number of interesting solid solutions exist having 
the same basic structure. These may be of the type 
(A,A')B0 3 , A(B,B')0 3 or (A,A')(B,B~)0 3 • The first two cases 
are often only possible for specific proportions of the A or 
B ions, necessary to balance the charges in the structure. 
A few examples are Pb (Fe~Nbt)o 3 , (KiLai):io 3 , .and 
Pb (Fe 213w113 >o 3 . If the A and A' Cor the Band B') ions 
have the same formal valency, then continuous solid solutions 
are often possible, although they may or may not be ferro-
electric in all compositional ranges, due to changing 
crystal symmetry. The most common solution of this type is 
the PbTi0 3-PbZrd 3 solid solution, which has four different 
20 
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Fig. 3. The Perovskite Cell 
phases at room temperature. The enhancement of the 
materialst piezoelectric properties near a phase boundary 
formed the basis for a group of commercial transducers, 
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with good temperature stability. A modification of this 
solution is the system BiFe0 3-PbTi0 3 , which has been under 
study by our group and is considered in this experiment. 
More about this system will be given in a following section. 
Listings of some of the common perovskites and their 
properties are contained in the reviews of Kanzig, 6 Q Jona 
and Shirane, 61 and Megaw. 61 
The lattice vibration model for perovskites require 
that there be 15 modes (5 atoms with 3 degrees of freedom). 
Some of these may be degenerate, or there may be more if 
the crystal has superstructure, i.e. requires more than one 
unit cell to make a repeating cell. Of these modes, three 
are acoustic, one longitudinal and two transverse. The 
remainder are made up of optic modes which may be degenerate. 
depending on the translational symmetry in the crystal. 
E. THE PbTi0 3-PbZr0 3-BiFe0 3 SYSTEM 
This system has been under study by our laboratory 
since 1964. The literature has been surveyed in the 
following theses: Chou studied the structure of the 
PbZr0 3-BiFe0 3 system;
63
'
64 the phase diagram for the whole 
system was given by Clarida, 65 with a later clarification 
by Achenbach66 using neutron diffraction results~, The 
dielectric properties were reported by Smith, 67 't 8 and the 
magnetic properties by Latham. 69 The Phase diagrams are 
22 
TABLE I. 
IONIC RADII FOR PEROVSKITES 
PbZr0 3 PbTi0 3 BiFe0 3 LiNb0 3 BaTi0 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
A 1.20 A 1.20 A 0.96 A 0.68 A 1.34 A 
B 0.79 0.68 0.64 0.69 0.68 
0 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 
t 0.85 0.89 0.82 0.70 0.94 
The Goldschmidt tolerance factor t is given in equation 20. 
TABLE II. 
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Fig. 4. Ternary Phase diagram of the PbTi0 3-PbZr0 3-BiFe0 3 
system ( From Achenbach 66 ). 
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. given in figs. 4 and 5. The ferroelectric transitions 
temperatures are_ given in table II, along with the crystal 
space. groups and ~gnetic transition temperatures·. 
Recent work in our lab by Michel and Moreau 70 ' 71 '? 2 
with BiFe0 3 PbZr, 9Ti. 1 o3 and PbZr. 58 Ti. 42 o3 , using neutron 
diffraction on powders and X-rays on single crystals, have 
clarified the rhombohedral phase regions of this system. 
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Two of these compounds are found to have the same symmetry, 
R3c. The atomic displacements from ideal perovskite cubic 
structure are shown in figure 6 and are listed in table III. 
The structure is isomorphous to the very high Curie 
temperature compound, LiNb0 3 (Tc = 1210 C). As can be seen 
in the table III, the distortion is much_ greater for higher 
Curie temperatures. Megaw 73 has shown that the structures 
appear to represent a nearly continuous change from hexagonal 
close-packed to cubic close-packed as the Curie temperature 
of the compound decreases. As the oxygen rotate, the A and 
B atoms are displaced to accomodate themselves in the 
changing void shape. Projections of the different layers 
along the [111] cubic axis (the [001] axis in the hexagonal 
system) for this change are shown in figure 7. The symmetry 
changes in PbZr. 9Ti. 1 o3 , s~ggested by the results of Michel~. 
and Moreau, 72 are from multiple-cell ferroelectric,R3c, to 
single-cell ferroelectric,R3m, and then to cubic,Pm3m. The 
sequence may depend on the size of the A and B ions,since 
Abrahams et al. 7 ~have suggested that LiNb0 3 goes to either 
RJ or R3c,both of which are centrosymmetric. No details are 
26 
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Fig. 7. Projection of oxygen atomson (001) plane for R3c perovskites. 
The numbers give distance above plane in twelfths. 
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available for BiFeO ,which melts just above its Curie point. 3 . 
No model has been worked out for possible geometrical 
relationships which might determine the symmetry changes in 
the phase transition, or the order of the phase transition. 
A linear relation exists for the A and B ion displacements. 
It is given as o(A) = 2.92 o(B). 72 Abrahams, Kurtz, and 
Jamieson 74 have experimentally related the shift of the B 
ion to the Curie temperature and the spontaneous polarizatio~ 
which has been substantiated by the statistical theory of 
Lines. 34 
The unit cell of PbZr0 3 found by Jona et al.
76 is shown 
in fig. 8. This shows one layer of the.structurft., contain~ 
4 formula units, and bounded by :planes normal _to the 
c axis .. The antisymmetry can be seen by observing that 
two Pb atoms are shifted in a positive direction,·and two 
in a negative direction, from the symmetric positions. The 
oxygen shifts have been analyzed by Cochran and Zia, 48 and 
shown to be due to two lattice modes. The f 2 s mode with 
wave vector (~ ~ ~) shifts the atoms as shown in fig. 9b. 
The r 1 s mode with wave vector (000) shifts the atoms as 
shown in fig. 9c. The composite gives fig. 9a, which is 
the displacement for one formula unit of PbZr0 3 • The f2s 
mode at(~~·~) is the same mode which explains the oxygen 
shift in LaA~o 3 , LiNbo 3 , BiFe0 3 , PbZr0 • 9Ti0 • 1 o3 and SrTi0 3 • 
Cochran and Zia 48 comment that the two-lattice models of 
Kittel 54 and Cross 55 are not completely valid for PbZr0 3 • 
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Fig. 9. Displacements of oxygen atoms in PbZr0 3 and their 
decomposition into two lattice modes. 
f 2 s is the mode that causes the antiferroelectric phase 
transition and state that any one of the other modes, 
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(J.,-J.,-0, r 3) and (~~0 ,M5 t), are just as likely to be temperature 
dependent near the phase transition_ 
The addition of up to 20% BiFe0 3 to PbZr0 3 has shown 
that the antiferroelectric phase remains with a decrease in 
Curie temperature. 6 ~ It is likely that, near the Curie 
temperature, a ferroelectric phase exists, with rhombohedral 
symmetry. This phase has been observed with the addition of 
BaZro 3 ,
77 PbTi0 3
78 and possibly 0.5% Nb 2 o 5 7 ~ to PbZr0 3 • 
The ferroelectric phase is most easily detected by the 
observation of double hysteresis loops. The field required 
to excite the double loops decreases as the temperature 
approaches the Curie point. X-ray lines 77 are often diffuse 
in the narrow temperature range (5-l0°C) over which the 
ferroelectric phase may exist, suggesting a soft lattice. 
The rotation of the oxygen octahedra also takes place 
in the low temperature phase (T~·ll0°K) of SrTi0 3 ~ This 
was confirmed using EPR experiments by Unoki and Sakudo~ 80 
The determination that the corresponding lattice mode is 
temperature dependent was made by Shirane and Yamada 81 '.8 2 
and independently by Cowley, Buyers and Dolling, 83 using 
neutron inelastic scattering. This mode Cr 25) occurs at the 
zone boundary and is the tetragonal analog of the phase 
transition of LaAl0 3 , discussed by Cochran and Zia,~
8 and 
observed by Axe, Shirane and Mueller, 8 ~ and by Cochran, 85 
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using neutron and X-ray scattering techniques, respectively. 
A theoretical treatment was. given by Thomas and Mueller. 86 
The latter were able to establish the conditions for either 
the tetragonal or trigonal rotation of the oxygen, based on 
anharmonic parameters. These results are general and do not 
imply ferroelectricity, but are often present in ferro-
electric systems, so a connection must be so~ght. 
F. THE MOSSBAUER EFFECT IN FERROELECTRICS 
A brief history of the observance of the Mossbauer 
effect in ferroelectrics is given before examining the 
specific parameters that can be measured. Muzikar and 
Janovec and Dvorak87 proposed that Mossbauer effect should 
be useful for the study of ferroelectrics in observing the 
effects of a soft lattice mode. It was demonstrated that 
the low frequency mode should have a marked effect on the 
fraction, f, of recoilless emission. Schmidt 88 gave a 
derivation to show this effect for a rigid lattice contain-
ing a ferroelectric-active B ion. Since only the interaction 
of the B ions with the lattice was considered, only 
qualitative results were obtained, A simplified 
demonstration of the dependence of the f factor on the soft 
phonon mode may be given following the derivation Abragam, 8 
For each phonon mode, the energy is. given as! 
(21) 
where N .i:s the number of atoms in the lattice, 
M is the mass of the A atom, 
ns is the number of phonons having frequency w
5
, 
us is the displacement of the atom from equilibrium, 
~ is Planck's constant/2rr. 
Summing over all the modes: 
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(22) 
where k is the momentum vector of the gamma r~, 
· ·c-nJ<J 2 R is the recoil energy of the atom 2M • 
The value for n is given by the Bose-Einstein formula: s . 
_· .... •:t ... 
- . 1'i.w 
exp(k T)-1 
B 
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, 
T is the absolute temperature. 
(23) 
After substituting this value of n in (22), there results: 
s 
k 2 <x2 > = 3~ ~· ! 
5 
coth(~T) (24) 
where the sum is over all the lattice modes. If one mode 
becomes soft, its frequency w. approaches zero,and that 
~ 
term of the sum approaches infinity. The statistical 
weighting (not included in the derivation) of the modes 
gives a finite sum,so that the large term should predominate 
in the sum. This means that a dip will be observed in f 
-k2<x2> (f = e ) at the temperature at which the mode softens. 
The primitiveness of the early Mossbauer Effect (ME) I . 
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measurements on ferroelectrics is shown in the report by 
Pham Zuy Hien, Viskov, Shpinelt, and Venevtsev 89 on BiFe0 3-
SrSn03 solid solutions. An abrupt change was observed in 
the peak intensity at temperatures between 300° and 700°K 
for the various solutions. These·were mistakenly 
interpreted to be the ferroelectric transition points by 
the transposition of °K for °C. The mistake was pointed 
out in a paper by Mitrofanov, et al, 90 in which complete 
spectra were run in contrast to the single velocity data 
points observed previously, The abrupt transition was 
found to be due to the antiferromagnetic transition in 
BiFeo 3 at 642°K (369°C). The single peak spectrum decreases 
as the six-peak magnetic spectrum appears. It was another 
year before confirmation of the usefulness of the ME in 
ferroelectrics was made. Bhide and Multani 91 observed the 
anomalous dip in f for the 120°C transition in BaTi0 3,using 
Fe impurity diffused into the sample as the Mossbauer active 
atom. Almost simultaneously, Chekin, et al •. 92 observed the 
ME in BaTi0 3 doped with Sn
119 and found the same behaviour 
for f, though not as sharply defined as it was for iron, 
because of the larger natural linewidth of tin. The 
effect has been studied for solid solutions of BaTi0 3-BaSn0 3 
by Bokov, et al. 93 The effect has also been observed at 
the lower temperature phase transitions of BaTi0 3 investi-
gated by Belov and Zheludev. 94 There remains, however, 
some difficulty, for Plotnikova, et al. 95 have attempted 
the same experiments and found negative results, altho~gh 
they claim that they had much better resolution than the 
previous experiments. They also investigated the spectrum 
for Pb(Ti,Sn)0 3 and Pb(Zr,Sn)0 3 , and found no effects at 
the phase transition. 
Very good results have been obtained by Sklyarevskii 
et al.~ 6 for Pb Fe~Nb~o 3 using enriched iron (Fe 57 ) as the 
Mossbauer active atom_ 
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Work with iron in perovskites has always been plagued 
with valency problems because the iron assumes two or more 




discussed the vacancy impurity state caused by the insertion 
of Fe 3 + in a site usuall¥ occupied by Ti~+. To obtain a 
better spectrum, they resort~d to using BaTi0 3 as a source 
~ 
containing Co 57 in the 2+ state. Similar work on SrTi0 3 
showed the same effect. 99 ' 1 00 
Some work on Pb(NbFe)~0 3 and Sr(TaFe)t0 3 was performed 
by Bell. 101 The broadness of the observed peaks were 
explained by the random arrangement of the iron in the B 
* Matthias 98 has suggested that the B ion in Perovskite 
ferroelectrics must be noble gas structures. Fe 3 + 
violates this, though it approximates the effect by 
having a 3d 5 configuration. Fe 2 + has never been shown 
to be ferroelectric, and its quadrupole splitting is 
not temperature dependent to the same extent as is 
that of Fe 3 +. 
sites of the perovskite cell having different environments 
due to charge and size differences.* 
Work by Gallagher et al. 103 on the oxygen deficient 
system SrFeO , where x = 2.50-3.0, using the Mossbauer 
. X 
effect, has observed iron in the 2+, 3+, and 4+ states, all 
in the same compound. Similarly, Shimony and Knudsen, 10 ~ 
and Gallagher and MacChesney, 105 in work on La1 Sr Fe0 3 -x x 
have found the tetravalent and trivalent iron occupying 
the same lattice position. 
Dvorak 106 has extended the theory for the Mossbauer 
effect in ferroelectrics to antiferroelectrics by showing 
that the f factor should be sensitive to soft modes of all 
values of k, including the zone boundary. He also 
predicted, on the basis of the results by Silverman, 57 that 
the decrease in f should be much greater for antiferro-
electri~than for ferroelectrics. 
Multani and Mueller107 have recently reported 
observing the temperature dependent lattice mode behavior 
in PbZro 3 , using Co
57 embedded in PbZr0 3 as a source. No 
numerical results were given in the brief abstract. 
Dlouha 1 Q 8 has studied the implications of the first 
order and second order phase transitions to make a few 
36 
* Recent studies 102 on inhomogeneous broadening define 
the problem as due to point defects, either vacancies 
or charge differences, which introduce random strains 
and electric field gradients, changing the isomer 
shift and splitting. 
predictions on the behaviour of f and of the second order 
Doppler shift at the transition temperature. A recent 
paper by Vaks, Galitskii and Larkin 109 has extended the 
microscopic theory of ferroelectricity by Vaks 27 to give a 
description of the behaviour of f at the phase transition. 
The useful parameters obtained from the ME will be 
described in the experimental section. These include the 
isomer shift, electric quadrupole splitting, second order 
Doppler shift, and the area of the peak. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
A. MOSSBAUER EFFECT MEASUREMENTS. 
1~ The Isomer Shift 
The isomer shift is one of several hyperfine 
interactions. Physically it is the interaction of the 
nuclear charge distribution with the electron charge 
density at the nucleus. This interaction is given as: 
where Z is the atomic number, 
. ; 
e is the electronic charge, 
'¥ is the s-electron wave function for the absorber; 
a 




is the nuclear charge radius for the excited 
state, 
R is the nuclear charge radius for the ground gnd 
state. 
The wave functions of transition metals are difficult 
to calculate, so that'the contribution of'¥ at the nucleus 
is difficult to evaluate properly. There is always some 
d-electron interaction with the nucleus that is hard to 
include. Usually correlation plots of observed values of 
the isomer shift with other parameters dependent on the 
charge state of the Mossbauer atom, such as electric 
quadrupole splitti~g, are used to make predictions for 
unknown charge state materials. Such a plot is that of 
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Spijkerman, Ruegg and May 110 for iron, shown in f~gure 10. 
A more theoretical relation was given by Walker, Wertheim 
and Jaccarino} 11 This related the Hartree-Fock wave 
functions for the 3d electrons with the 4s electron 
contribution due to ionicity and with the measured isomer 
shift for some ionic compounds. The WWJ plot failed to fit 
ionic compounds reasonably, so Danon 112 recalibrated the 
results to obtain a better fit. Some 3d-4s compounds, 
assumed to be ionic by WWJ, show more than 20 per cent 
covalency. The resulting plots are shown in figure 11. 
These results are still ambiguous, so Bhide, Shenoy 
and Multani113 have plotted several empirical curves of 
isomer shift as a function of ionicity. One of these is 
calibrated for Fe 2o3 and other Fe
3+ covalent compounds, and 
seems to give the most reasonable values of ionicity for 
39 
the perovskite ferroelectrics. The empirical plot is given 
in figure 12. Bhide and Multani 91 were able to derive the 
ionicity from the cha~ge required to give .the observed 
quadrupole splitting. They obtained a value of 60% ionicity 
for BaTi0 3 , which was close to the 50% predicted on the 
basis of isomer shift plot. X-ray spectroscopic investi-
gations of Blokhin and Shuvaev; 14 gave estimated values of 
covalency greater than 35% for p electrons, and greater than 
60% for p and d electron contribution. 115 The s contri-
bution was small- This would indicate that the WWJ 111 plot 
is an invalid indicator of covalency. Erickson116 has 
presented a discussion of the difficulties in relating the 
Fig. 10. 
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isomer shift with the ionicity, and proposed a system to 
give relative covalency only. 
2~ The Second Order Doppler Shift 
The isomer shift can be shown to display a dependence 
on temperature or pressure, due to the second order Doppler 
shift of the nucleus. The first order effect is absent due 
to the lack of recoil in the resonance process. However, 
the lattice vibrations contribute to the motion of the 
nucleus and this is detectable in the slope of the isomer 
shift versus temperature (or pressure) curve. It can be 
shown that this slope is: 
1 dE .CL 
42 
E dT =- 2Mc 2 (26) 
where E is the energy measured as the isomer shift, 
T is the temperature, 
CL is the lattice specific heat, 
M is the mass of the atom, 
c is the speed of light, 
The specific heat is usually given by the Debye 
Approximation as: 6 
where N is the number of atoms in the system, 
k is Boltzmann's constant-
a is the Debye temperature~ 
At low temperatures·: 
(2 7} 
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c = T2·1r .. mc:c!>, 
L s e (28) 
while at high temperatures, the Dulong Petit law holds: 
CL = 3Nk. (29) 
The order of the phase transition should determine what 
kind of discontinuity there will be in the isomer shift 
versus temperature curve. Dlouha108 stated that for a 
first order transition that there should be a jump in the 
curve. For a second order transition there should also be 
a discontinuity, which should just be a change of slope in 
the isomer shift-temperature curve •.... 
The jump has been observed in BaTi0 3 91 and Pb(Fe~Nbt)0~96 
which probably are first order transitions. The slope of 
the curve seems to fall just short of the Dulong-Petit law 
for high temperatures in BaTi0 3 • Unless this is measured 
very far above the phase transition, there may be an effect 
due to the hyperfine interaction or the volume change1which 
adds an additional term to the slope. 
3. The Electric Quadrupole Splitting. 
This splitting is due to the interaction of the 
crystalts electric field gradient with the nuclear quadrupole 
moment of the atom undergoing a recoilless transition. The 
nuclear energy levels are split by the amount: 
(30) 
where e is the electronic charge, 
· eq is the major term of the diagonalized electric 
gradient, V , 
zz 
Q is the nuclear quadrupole moment, 
CQ .. = fpCr)x.x.d~), 
~J l. J 
I is the nuclear spin quantum number, 
mi is the magnetic quantum number, 
n. is the assymmetry parameter of the electric 
field ~ . .V xx -.V.yy grad~ent, V • 
zz 
The electric field gradient is the second derivative 
tensor of the electric potential or the gradient of the 
electric field vector. It is diagonalized by a suitable 
choice of axes and arranged so that the dominant term is 
the Vzz term. From the above equation, for iron with 
I = 3/2 and 1/2 for the excited and ground states 
respectively, we see that only the excited state can be 
split by this interaction, and hence only two lines will 
be observed in a spectrum. The energy level diagram is 




where an additional factor has been introduced to account 
for the contribution of the Mossbauer atomts electrons to 
the electric field gradient of its surroundings. This is 
called the Sternheimer117 antishielding factor, r~~ because 
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the outer electrons of the atom seem to enhance the field 
gradient at the nucleus. For Iron 57, its value is given 
as -9.16. 
The value of Q for Iron 57 is not known exactly, but 
has been estimated to be between 0.19 and 0.32 barns 
-24 (10 em). The difficulty is that the measurements of 
this factor usually include the electric field gradient 
term, eq, so that a good estimate of this term must be 
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available before Q can be determined. A recent paper by 
Chappert, et al. 118 summarizes the results obtained in other 
recent papers and includes a new determination of Q as 
0.21 ± 0.03 barns. 
The electric field gradient calculation requires 
summation over discrete charges in the surrounding cells 
of the Mossbauer ion. Methods for making these calculations 
are discussed by Bersohn, 119 and a series of Russian papers 
have appeared dealing with electric field calculations in 
perovskites. 120 ' 121 These were extended to perovskites 
having superstructure 122 ' 123 and, in particular, to 
antiferroelectrics such as PbZro 3 •
124
'
125 Electric field 
gradients have been estimated for BiFe0 3 to be between 2 
and 6 x 1016 V/cm2 • While the structure is now known to 
be slightly different, order of magnitude agreement with 
measured values was found. 
Bhide and Multani 91 made a calculation determining 
the ionicity of BaTi0 3 from their experimental results. 
TABLE V. 
ABSORPTION FACTORs- FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS 
MATERIAL THICKNESS ENERGY OF ABSORPTION HALF 
RANGE RADIATION COEFFIC!!NT THICKNESS 
(em.) (kev) l.l (em ) (em.) 
ALUMINUM 0.004 - 0.084 14.4 18.18 0.04 
6.3 190. 0.06 
BERYLLIUM 0.004 0.14 14.4 1.124 0.17 
6.3 4.190 0.62 
CELLOPHANE TAPE 0.006 - 0.051 14.4 1.297 0.53 
6.3 13.985 o.os 
FUSED QUARTZ - 0.006 0.47 14.4 13. 
6.3 40. 0.10 
MYLAR 0.008 - 0.009 . 14.4 7.4 0.09 
6.3 11.52 0.06 
PLEXIGLASS 0.16 - 0.97 14.4 0.9 0.69 
6.3 15. 0.08 
POLYETHYLENE 0.014 - 0.21 14.4 0.829 0.84 
6.3 6.0 0.11 
POLYPROPYLENE 0.16 - 0.79 14.4 0.5124 1.34 
6.3 5.5 0.14 
TEFLON 0.008 - 0.42 14.4 3.79 0.19 
6.3 39. 0.05 
(11 
From L. May and D. K. Snediker, Nuc~Instrum. and Methods, 55, 183-188 (1967). '-l 
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RANDOM B SITE OCCUPATION OF DIFFERENTLY CHARGED ATOMS 
ATOMIC PRo8A!31L.lTY 
ELECTRIC 'FtELD Qu..~tDRU?OLE 
GRR Dl E.NT SPLITTING I 
ARRRNGEME.NT X 6~ 1.. lJ.e eQ ( '4. ).6e 
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which also show antiferromagnetic ordering. These include 
BiFeo 3 , and Pb Fe~Nb~0 3 . The interaction is between the 
electronic spin and the nuclear spin, I. It is given by 
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EM= -g~N H mi' where mi =I, I-1, ... ,-I, (32) 
where g is the gyromagnetic ratio for the nucleus', 
~N is the nuclear magneton, 
H is the magnetic field at the nucleus, 
mi is the nuclear magnetic quantum number. 
The allowed transitions are given by the selection rule 
for magnetic dipole transitions: 
~mi = 0, ±1. (33) 
In the case of iron, the transitions are between· 
states for which I= 3/2 and 1/2. This means that there 
are four levels in the excited state which can decay to two 
levels in the ground state. This is shown in fig. 13. 
In magnetic materials of low symmetry, one would expect 
an electric quadrupole splitting along with the magnetic 
splitting. Often this is hard to detect, as the effect 
depends on the angular relationship between the electric 
field gradient and the magnetic field. One example is that 
of Fe 2o3 , which has its electric field gradient tensor 
diagonalized along its magnetic field above the Morin 
transition (spin flip), but perpendicular below the Morin 
transition. The energy level diagram is given in fig. 13. 
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5. The Area of the Resonance Peak 
The variation of the f factor in the temperature range 
of a phase transition has been discussed. The experimental 
determination of f follows from the measurement of the count 
rate. A measurement is made of the fraction effect E (E ) : 
0 
( E ) _ N ( oo ) .,. 1-l ( E' ) 
E 0 - N(oo) - N(B . 
where N(oo) is the total count rate off resonance, 
N(E0 ) is the total count rate at resonance E0 , 
. (34) 
N(B) is the contribution to the total count rate of 
non-resonant radiation (other gamma rays). The background 
contribution N(B), is due to secondary gamma rays from 
interactions of the higher energy gamma rays also emitted 
by the source. The above equation is valid only if the 
linewidth of the source and the absorber are the same. This 
is because broadening of the one with respect to the other 
would cause a reduction in relative height. 
The area of the peak (in the count rate-velocity 
spectrum) is a more exact measure of resonant absorption. 
The height is normalized in the same way, but now the area 
is used: 
where E(E ) is relative height of peak of E0 , 0 
r is the total linewidth (FWHM). 
The theoretical expression for this area is given as a 
(35) 
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function of the absorber and source thickness. This has 
been determined in analogy w1"th neutron b · resonance a sorpt1on 
experiments, the results being given by Preston, Hanna, and 
Heberle, 127 using numerical results derived by Havens and 
Rainwater. 128 The final results were: 
A = ~n ncr f f r G(ncr f ) for thin absorbers (36) 
o s a o a 
and A2 = n ncr f f 2 f 2 F(ncr f ) for thick absorbers o a s o a (37) 
where n is the number of resonant nuclei per cm2 , 
a is the resonant cross-section for absorption, 
0 




is the source Mossbauer fraction, 
r is the total linewidth (FWHM), and 
F and G are thickness corrections given in figure 14. 
A number of other numerical calculations have been made to 
correct for the thickness of the absorber. The most 
important ones are thoseof Shirley, Kaplan, and Axel, 129 
Lang, 130 Marguilles and Ehrman 131 and Bykov and Pham Zuy 
Hien! 32 A new method for measuring the f factor was used 
by Housley, Erickson and Dash, 133 in which a·black absorber, 
ammonium lithium fluoferrate, wasused to provide a broad 
flat absorption as a standard with which to compare the 
unknown. 
6. The Linewidth 
The observed linewidth is due to the overlap of both 
the source and absorber linewidths to give a sum of the two. 
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The linewidth of either the source or absorber can be 
broadened due to relaxations, fluctuations and inhomogeneous 
broadening. The fluctuations and relaxations which occur 
near phase transitions are of most importance in this 
experiment. If a fluctuation is slow enough so that the 
period is longer than the life time of the excited state, 
then the Mossbauer effect is capable of detecting its effect 
on the crystal environment. The existence of such states in 
ferroelectrics ~discussed by Fritsberg 134 in terms of 
. -18 3 s 135 mlcrophases of volumes of the order of 10 em • hur 
has suggested a possible thermal instability in ferro-
electrics due to conductivity, which should be small for 
BaTi0 3 but larger for SbSI and the more conductive 
ferroelectrics. This could give rise to relaxation effects. 
7. Miscellaneous Effects 
In an anharmonic crystal, one might expect that the 
Debye model fails to fit the specific heat and lattice mode 
spectrum, thus leading to apparent anomalies in the 
measurements. Also, if the f factor can vary for different 
crystalline directions, one can expect that the peak 
intensities for electric quadrupole splitting and magnetic 
splitting will change with orientation. It has been 
suggested by Goldanskii and Karyagin 136 ' 137 that the peaks 
will be unequal (even in powders) independent of orientation 
if the f factor is different for the two peaks. To check 
for this effect, the powder may be measured at several 
different angles of incidence. If there is any change in 
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intensity with angle,then preferred orientation is probably 
the cause. 
A recent paper by Taylor and Craig 138 derived, in the 
harmonic approximation, a relation between the f factor and 
the second order Doppler shift, from which the zero-point 
motion and the Debye temperature could be found quite easily. 
This is because the two effects measure the mean square 
displacement and velocity of the atom. The Debye temperature 
was calculated as: 
where 
(38) 
, and (39) 
E is the gamma ray energy, 
kBis Boltzmann's constant, 
ft is the Mossbauer-Lamb factor at temperature T, 
( 0v) is the second order Doppler shift at temperature 
c t 
T. 
8. The Source 
The source is selected on the basis of its activity, 
clean spectrum, and lack of hyperfine interactions and line 
broadening effects. The Iron 57 sources use a natural decay 
scheme involving the parent Cobalt 57, as shown in figure 15. 
The source is usually diffused into metal foils such as 
copper, palladium, stainless steel, platinum, or chromium. 
The copper source is the simplest, because of its diamagnetic 
cubic structure and the lack of any secondary X-rays which 
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might overlap the gamma ray. It is, however, affected by 
the atmosphere, forming an oxide which changes the linewidth 
and isomer shift. The other sources have extra X-rays and/ 
or the possibility of magnetic broadening at low temperatures. 
The harder lattices such as chromium give slightly higher 
f factors. A new source made from CoO has been used because 
of its uniformity, high activity and high f, but it is in 
powder form. High temperatures are not possible because of 
sample holder and decomposition problems, while low 
temperatures are forbidden because of a magnetic transition. 
A gamma ray spectrum for Cobalt 57 is given in figure 16. 
9. The Absorbers and Filters. 
The absorber thickness can be optimized to give the 
maximum signal-to-noise ratio. This calculation was done 
by Banks 139 for perovskites like BiFe0 3 and PbTi0 3 • The 
optimum varies a little with these compounds, but is about 
20 mg/cm2 of sample. This corresponds to about 0.16 mg/cm2 
of Fe 57 • Th~ results are given in the Appendix III. 
There are various filters which can be used to reduce 
the x-ray count rate for the 6.3 kev x-ray, and these are 
also used as windows for low temperature dewars and furnaces. 
A list of some common ones appears in table V, along with 
their absorption coef{icients. Beryllium is also used as 
a window because of its high transparency to low energy 
x-rays, but both beryllium and aluminum filters have to be 
checked for iron impurity which can affect the spectrum. 1 a. 1 
TABLE V. 
ABSORPTION FACTORs- FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS 
MATERIAL THICKNESS ENERGY OF ABSORPTION HALF 
RANGE RADIATION COEFFIC!!NT THICKNESS 
(em.) (kev) l.l (em ) (em.) 
ALUMINUM 0.004 - 0.084 14.4 18.18 0.04 
6.3 190. 0.06 
BERYLLIUM 0.004 0.14 14.4 1.124 0.17 
6.3 4.190 0.62 
CELLOPHANE TAPE 0.006 - 0.051 14.4 1.297 0.53 
6.3 13.985 o.os 
FUSED QUARTZ - 0.006 0.47 14.4 13. 
6.3 40. 0.10 
MYLAR 0.008 - 0.009 . 14.4 7.4 0.09 
6.3 11.52 0.06 
PLEXIGLASS 0.16 - 0.97 14.4 0.9 0.69 
6.3 15. 0.08 
POLYETHYLENE 0.014 - 0.21 14.4 0.829 0.84 
6.3 6.0 0.11 
POLYPROPYLENE 0.16 - 0.79 14.4 0.5124 1.34 
6.3 5.5 0.14 
TEFLON 0.008 - 0.42 14.4 3.79 0.19 
6.3 39. 0.05 
(11 
From L. May and D. K. Snediker, Nuc~Instrum. and Methods, 55, 183-188 (1967). '-l 
A particularly valuable filter of about .005 inches 
of brass or copper can be used to filter out almost all of 
the 14.4 Kev gamma ray and x-rays, so that the background 
contribution to the spectrum can be measured. A graded 
shield of aluminum, brass and lead ·is often used to protect 
the counter tube from stray radiation that might get in 
through the aluminum casing rather than the thin window. 
10. Detectors. 
Gamma rays can be detected using thin crystal 
scintillation counters, gas filled proportional counters, 
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or lithium-drifted germanium detectors. The thin crystal 
requirement for scintillation counters is often too stringent 
and costly to permit the optimum use of this detector. The 
solid state detectors are very inefficient and are useful 
only for energy resolution. The gas filled proportional 
counters are the easiest to use. For Iron 57, the use of 
a krypton-methane fill gas gives a counter with a very high 
efficiency for 14.4 Kev gamma rays, because of the proximity 
of an absorption edge near 14.4 Kev. Other gases are xenon 
and argon. A thin beryllium window, about 0.010 inches 
thick and one inch in diameter, determines the detection 
area. 
B. APPARATUS · 
A diagram of the apparatus is given in figure 17a with a 
phot:ograph in £ig. 17b. Each ·component of impqrtanC:e 
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FIG, 17B. PHOTOGRAPH OF MosSBAUER SPECTROMETER 
doing this, it should be mentioned. that there are several 
alternatives to this type of system. The Mossbauer effect 
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is usually observed in what are called the constant velocity, 
constant acceleration, and cyclic velocity modes, depending 
on the method used to cause the Doppler shift of the gamma 
radiation. The constant velocity mode is usually the 
cheapest to set up, since it requires only a motor, detector, 
and scaler. The constant velocity is provided by such 
instruments as lathes,·turntables, and gated counting on 
oscillatory systems such as pendulums, cams, and electro-
mechanical transducers. This mode has the advantage that 
it requires only a scaler for data accumulation, but the 
disadvantage of requiring very stable electronics. The 
other systems use a multichannel analyzer (MCA) to store 
the data versus velocity. The constant acceleration mode 
gives a linear scale for the velocity. The synchronization 
is accomplished by using the last bistable in the channel 
counting circuit (which can represent a constant acceleration 
plot) and integrating it to give the corresponding triangular 
velocity waveform. This is then used to generate a·drive 
signal to an electromechanical transducer. 
The other. velocity waveforms can be generated in 
similar fashion, or independently. A method of presenting 
the data on a linear velocity scale requires that the 
velocity signal be added to the counts and then stored, 
using the pulse height analysis feature of the MCA. The 
counts are thus stored in channels corresponding to a 
particular increment of velocity. The problem with this 
system is that if the velocity is noniinear, more counts 
are stored in the channels where the acceleration is low, 
giving a distorted spectrum. This leads to difficulties 
in separating irregularities in the velocity from small 
peaks or splittings in the peaks. 
1. The Multichannel Analyzer (MCA). 
This miniature computer occupies a central position in 
the apparatus. A 400 channel RIDL model 24-2 analyzer, 
6 
with 10 memory per channel, is used for data storage, For 
data accumulation we use the time sequenced scaler mode, 
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which is driven externally by a 3000 cps pulse from a 
General Radio Pulse Generator (GR 1217c). The analyzer 
generates a 7.5 cps square wave called the 200-200 bistable, 
which is used to generate the drive signal. The pulse 
height analysis mode of the MCA is used to determine the 
gamma ray spectrum of the source, and to set the detection 
system. The analog to digital converter can be operated in 
' 
coincidence with an independent single channel analyzer. 
The choice of a separate single channel analyzer allows 
faster selection of the Mossbauer pulses to be stored and~ 
allows higher intensity sources. 
2. The Drive System 
This part of the apparatus consists of a signal 
integrator, summing servo amplifier and electromechanical 
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motor. The integrator, describ~d. in figure 18, consists of 
a diode clipping circuit, to eliminate the ripple present 
on the MCA bistable signal, and an operational amplifier 
~ith a negative feedback loop, consisting of the integrating 
capacitor and DC compensating resistors to prevent large 
drifts in the circuit. The operation of this circuit 
requires bias adjustment for the inequality of the two 
clipping diodesand a zero balancing of the inputs of the 
operational amplifier. 
The servo amplifier circuit is based on that given by 
Wertheim. 1 ~ 2 The circuit is given in figure 19. It 
contains a summing point, A, and two operational amplifiers 
with feedback parameters adjusted to give low and high 
frequency cutoffs to prevent the system from oscillating 
due to mechanical resonances in the drive motor.. The final 
stage is a unity-gain power amplifier used to give the 
drive signal enough current for the loudspeaker type motor. 
A DC feedback loop from the output to the input is used to 
cut down drift in the summing amplifiers. The theory for 
the circuit is given by Kankeleit. 143 The adjustment of 
the circuit requires adjusting of the power amplifier 
power supplies to compensate for bias inequality in the 
transistors with zero input. The first operational 
amplifier must also be adjusted for a slight DC offset, 
necessary because the motor is operated in a vertical 
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Fig. 19. Summing Amplifier, Power Amplifier and Drive Motor Feedback Circuit. 
circuit is not optimized, however, and the gain adjustment 
would require improvement if high drive levels were needed. 
Our experiments required only small velocity ranges (from 
1 mm/sec to 1 em/sec), and these do not put large demands 
on the power amplifier or the feedback circuit to get good 
linearity. The velocity signals were linear to less than 
±4% with slope differences for the up and down sides of the 
triangle wave of about ±0.6 per cent. 
The motor is based on Kankeleitts design and was built 
by Austin Science Associates. A light bulb is included in 
the output circuit as a current limiter during periods of 
overloads to protect the motor coils from burnout. A 
diagram of the construction is shown in figure 20. The two 
coils provide the driving force and the velocity feedback 
signal required in this system. The springs are designed 
to provide rigid centering of the coils with as light a 
spring force as possible. The center shaft of the motor is 
kept light, to reduce the mass mounted on the spring, and 
the source is mounted on the end of this shaft. 
3. The Absorber and Furnace 
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The absorber consisted of pqwder placed on a thin foil, 
mounted horizontally between the source and the detector, 
in a furnace capable of temperatures up to 700°C. The 
design of the furnace was based on the requirements for 
sample size and geometry with respect to the source and 
detector. The furnace was about two inches thick, with 
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Fig, 20. Cross-section of Drive Motor· (Austin Science Associates, Model K-3 ). 
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water cooled copper plates on the top and bottom, There 
are thin windows of beryllium (.001 in thick, less than 
0.14% Fe) in line with the gamma ray path between the source 
and detector, This keeps the source and detector at room 
temperature. The furnace is a wire wound ceramic core of 
about one inch in diameter and two inches in length, 
contained in a box four inches square. The insulation, about 
two inches thick, is quartz wool. The furnace is controlled 
by an API optical meter relay with proportional SCR* driver, 
and an SCR* control circuit to provide power control 
proportional to the deviation from the setpoint. It is 
capable of maintaining ±1°C for 24 hours or more, This 
circuit is given in figure 21 along with the furnace and 
sample holder in figure 22. The sample holder is made of 
Monel metal (66% Ni, 32%.Cu), which has high heat conductivity, 
low oxidation, and low iron content (less than 1.40%). This 
makes it useful to give even temperature distribution in a 
small space without chemical reaction or Mossbauer absorption. 
The foil holding the sample is beryllium foil (.003 in thick, 
less than 0.14% Fe). The sample holder is suspended inside 
the furnace from three ceramic standoffs to provide thermal 
insulation from the outside. The sample temperature was 
monitored with a Chromel-Alumel thermocouple measured with 
a potentiometer. The sample size was rest:;'icted to about 
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three-quarters of an inch in diameter, giving about so 
angle deviation from the normal. The source-sample-
detector geometry, chosen to minimize cosine broadening, 
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is shown in figure 23. Cosine broadening due to the spread 
of velocities obtained from finite source and absorber size 
has been discussed by Banks 139 and by Spijkermann, et al.l46 
It is given by: 
~V = V(l-cos 8) r = n (~0) 
where V is the velocity of motion, 
8 is the gamma ray with respect to the direction of 
motion, 
r is fractional broadening of r. 
n 
The smaller the angle, the smaller the effect, but the 
count rate is also reduced. Another effect is due to the 
larger solid angle when the source is closer to the detector, 
which means that more counts will be observed on one half 
of the spectrum. In the triangular wave mode, this can be 
corrected by adding the two spectra to get a cancellation 
of the effect. With our small velocity this was not a 
problem. 
4, The Detector System 
The detector was a xenon-methane gas-filled proportional 
counter with a one inch diameter, .010 inch thick, beryllium· 
window. The detector electronics used a Hamner N375A 
preamplifier and either an RIDL 30~19 RC pulse-shaping 
l "J... ,.... , 
.OIO"&.Be 
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Figure 23. Gamma-ray Geometry for the source, absorber in furnace and detector. 
Linear Amplifier or a Detectolab Al-D Delay line pulse-
shaping Linear Amplifier, 
The pulses were selected using the pulse-height 
discriminators of either the MCA~s analog-to-digital 
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converter, or a separate RIDL 33-l~A single channel analyzer, 
operating in delayed coincidence with the analog-to-digital 
converter. The latter set-up allowed higher count rates 
and more accurate pulse selection. The windows for the 
gamma ray peak were set using the pulse height analysis 
mode of operation of the MCA to observe the whole spectrum, 
and then setting the upper and lower levels of the dis-
criminator of the analog-to-digital converter to bracket 
the desired peak. In the de·layed coincidence set up, the 
pulse height spectrum was run in anticoincidence. Then the 
window and threshold of the single channel analyzer were 
set to bracket the desired peak,using the coincidence 
circuit to prevent counts from storing that were not passed 
by the single channel analyzer. Once the windows were set, 
the pulses were directed to the data input for the timed 
sequence scaler mode of operation of the MCA. 
The detector tube used a potential of 2050 volts de 
supplied by a Keithley 2~2 high voltage power supply. A 
10 7 count capacity RIDL ~9-30A scaler with a 0-60 minute 
timer was used to measure the total count rate being stored 
in all ~00 channels of the MCA. This was used to determine 
drifts in SCA settings, absorber thicknesse~ and background 
counting rates (using a .005 inch piece of brass foil)_ 
5. Data Readout 
The data stored in the MCA was read out on one inch 
wide·paper tape using a Tally 420PR perforator. This tape 
contained the channel number (0-399 channels) and a six 
digit number representing the number of counts in that 
channel. Ordinarily these tapes were converted to punched 
cards compatible with the UMR IBM 360-model 50 computer. 
The data could then be processed by computer curve fitting 
programs-
6. Data Processing. 
A computer program provided by NBS called PARLORS 
(for parabola-Lorentzian) was used to give a least-squares 
fit to a linear approximation of the Lorentzian line shape. 
The program was capable of fitting up to 20 separate peaks, 
and resolving peaks that were separated by about three-
fourths of the half width at half maximum. A background 
parabola was also fitted to account for nonlinearities and 
the inverse cosine effect. The program (described in NBS 
publications),147 is described and listed in appendix I. 
The data and the computed fit are plotted on one plot for 
comparison. A residual error plot could be used to show 
any missed peaks or bad fits. This program takes about 
30 seconds for each data set of 200 channels with two peaks 
to be fitted. 
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A "beryllium"correction was added to the program after 
75 
it was noticed that there was an iron impurity peak, causing 
about 1% dip, which was present with just a source and 
detector. It was later found that the cause was an impure 
aluminum foil filter between the detector and furnace, The 
correction consisted of subtracting a peak of the magnitude 
of the impurity effect. It was found that the experimental 
magnitude was not easily determined and that the magnitude 
affected the relative intensity of the peaks in the normal 
pattern. 
Another program provided by Bell 1 ~ 8 called LORLSF has 
constraints for equal linewidths and peak height, and it 
has been used when lack of resolution caused PARLORS to 
fail to converge. LORLSF uses iteration of a Taylor's 
series expansion ~f the Lorentzian, where the parameters 
are adjusted with reference to their calculated errors. 
The program is listed in appendix II. 
7. Velocity Calibration. 
The velocity scale of the spectrum was determined by 
using the inner peaks of a softnxn foil ~hich have a 
separation of ·1.67 mm/sec. The center of gravity and 
relative separations of the two mirror spectra were used 
to determine the linearity and relative slopes of the 
triangle wave, and were used to correct the isomer shifts 
of the data to iron. See figs. 24 and. 25. 
8. The Experiment~ 
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accumulating about 300,000 counts per channel. The count 
rate was checked before and after each r.un, with a check· 
77 
of the background count rate between each run. The 
temperature was changed in increments of 3 to 5 degrees 
except near room temperature,where 10 to 20 degree increments 
were used. The furnace was allowed to stablize over a 
period of a half hour, during which the previous data were 
read out. The gamma ray energy pulse height spectrum was 
checked periodically, especially if drift was indicated by 
the count rate. Changes were avoided as much as possible 
because of the unknown effect on the area of the spectrum. 
For this reason, the window was set to include as much of 
the 14.4 gamma ray as possible without overlap from the 
x~rays, with the hope of keeping the signal to noise ratio 
constant. Under these conditions, slight drifts in the 
electronics only affected the tails of the energy distri-
bution. Due to resolution problems with the linear 
amplifier and preamplifier, this situation was not always 
optimal., 
C. THE SAMPLES 
The samples were prepared using techniques developed 
by Mrs. Lamar of the Materials Research Center at UMR. 
Because enriched iron containing 80-90% Fe 57 was used, 
special techniques were devised to prepare small samples to 
conserve the enriched iron used. The oxides Fe~ 7 o3 , 
Bi2o3 , PbO, Ti0 2 , Zro 2 were mixed in stoichiometric 
78 
proportions for several hours using a mechan1cal mortar and 
pestle. The mixtures were then wrapped in platinum foil 
and placed in a morganite crucible containing the natural 
iron mixture of the same composition and surrounded by this 
mixture. The covered crucible was then placed in a furnace 
and sintered at temperatures and times necessary for the 
particular compound. The resulting powders were checked 
using a Siemen•s x-ray diffractometer for impurity phases 
and completion of reaction. The sample was made into slurry 
using acetone and spread evenly on the beryllium foil, using 
the vibration of a Vibromet polishing wheel and hand motions. 
No reaction with the beryllium foil was noticed. The 
beryllium did discolor slightly on both the sample and the 
opposite side of the. foil due to the high temperature · 
oxidation, but the powders did not become fused to or appear 
to be reacting with the Be. It would not be expected that 
reaction could take place at temperatures below 600°C in 
these compounds. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The results are presented here in the form of graphs 
and tables. The materials investigated were natural iron, 
and three compounds containing about 5% BiFe0 3 (pr:pared 
using enriched iron 57); PbZro 3 , 80% PbZr0 3-20% PbTi0 3 , 
and 70% PbZr 03-30% PbTi0 3 , The first compound was 
antiferroelectric and the othersferroelectric. 
A. IRON CALIBRATION 
For calibration, natural iron foil supplied by the 
New England Nuclear Corp. was used. It was .• 001 inches 
thick with no specifications as to purity. Some foils had 
rust spots on them, but efforts were made to select areas 
without rust visible. The expected ferromagnetic six line 
spectrum was obtained. The intensity ratios of the peaks 
were not checked, but appeared to be such that the second 
79 
and fifth peaks were more intense than normal for unmagnetized 
iron. This would indicate that the foil was at least 
partially magnetized. The peak intensity ratios for 
unmagnetized iron are 3:2:1:1:2:3, while for magnetized 
iron they are 3:4:1:1:4:3. Dash, et al. 1 ~ 9 report obtaining 
values of 3:3.2:1:1:3.2:3. In our best determination, the 
four inner peaks had ratios of 2.35:1:1:2.35. The 
calculation of f was made with both of the published 
intensity ratios, and an average value was used to establish 
that no appreciable losses existed in the apparatus, 
Only the two innermost peaks were used to calibrate 
80 
the velocity, because the velocity range was restricted to 
about ±2.0 mm/sec, which included only these peaks. The 
spectrum is shown in fig. 26. The data are ·shown for three 
different measurements in table VI. One of these data sets 
... 
was made after the source of a small iron impurity peak, an 
aluminum foil filter, was found and removed. This latter 
set of data does not include the errors introduced by 
making the beryllium-iron correction used to remove the 
effects of the iron impurity. 
The linewidth of the iron spectrum peaks,.obtained with 
data using the beryllium correction, ~as about 1,55 times 
the natural linewidth. The sample run after the iron 
impurity was removed had a linewidth o;f 1.33 times the 
natural linewidth. Typical values for copper source and 
iron foil are about 1.3 times the natural linewidth. 150 
The calibration of the iron spectrum consisted of 
assigning the velocity of 1.677 mrn./sec to the splitti~g 
of the two pea·ks and the velocity of -0.226 mm/sec to the 
center of gravity of the two peaks. The calibration 
constants were found to vary between the two mirror image 
spectra obtained using the triangular drive waveform. These 
are tabulated in table VII. The discrepancy from the 
average, for velocity calibration using the isomer shift, 
gave a measure of the nonlinearity of the waveform, The 
result from the peak splitting gave a measure of the 
difference in slope between the two spectra. The ~.2% 
1.2 
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TABLE VI. 
DATA FROM ROOM TEMPERATURE IRON SPECTRA 
SAMPLE POSITION AND LINEWIDTH ISOMER QUADRUPOLE AREA fl f2 f~ 
NATURAL xl rl x2 r2 SHIFT SPLITTING (arb.) Un-
IRON (VELOCITY WITH RES'PECT TO IRON IN inm:/ sec.) Pol. Pol, Avg. 
Be I(L) +.f354 .131 -.823 .146 +0.015 1.680 8.335 
Corr. (R) +.828 .140 -.849 .140 -0.008 1.661 8.192 
0.55 0.92 0,74 
Be II(L) +.848 .• 140 -.829 .136 +0.008 1.688 8.298 
Corr. (R) +.827 .137 -.850 .139 -0.010 1.671 8.321 
No Be III(L) +.847 .127 -.830 .134 +0.006 1.697 7.080 0.50 0.84 0.67 Corr. (R) +.828 .131 -.849 .128 ' -0.010 1.677 6.908 : 
TABLE VII. 
CALIBRATION FACTORS FROM NATURAL IRON 
ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE SPLITTING ISOMER SHIFT 
'• 
K(L) K(R) K(Avg.) K(L) K(R) K(Avg.) 
I. 0.01580 0.01598 0.01589 0.01690 0.01527 0.01608 
II. 0.01572 0.01589 0.01580 0.01641 0.01514 0,01587· 
III. 0.01564 0.01583 0.01574 0.01625 0.01514 0.01569 
Avg. 0.01572 0.01590 0.01581 0.01652 0.01518 0.01585 
co 
,...., 
K = 0.01583 mm/sec/channel A Slope = ±0.0057 ANonlinearity = ±0.042 
variation ln isomer shift velocity calibration gives the 
nonlinearity of the drive. The slopes were found to vary 
by about 0.6%. An exaggerated sketch of the distorted 
velocity waveform is given in fig, 27. The calibration 




~Nonlinearity = ~ =~ _ l1Slope = ~- ~ 
Fig. 27. Representation of errors in velocity signal. 
The f factor wa,s determined using equation· 37, since 
the val-qe of ncr. (ncr. = 9., 57) is in the region where the ·~ 
correction is larger than the F correction. This made 
F(ncr~a) conve~ge faster than G(n~fa)• The results a,re 
summarized in table VI, An average value for f is 0~70 
±0,15, roughly equal to reported values which range from 
0.6 to 0,.8, 
B. 95% PbZr0 3-S% BiFe0 3 .. 
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This sample was prepared using the techniques described 
earlier, It was sintered at 1100°C for 1,5 hours and then 
air-quenched. The iron was 81.55% iron 57. The resulting 
TABLE VIII. 
DATA FROM ROOM-TEMPERATURE SPECTRA OF SAMPLES 
SAMPLE POSITION AND LINEWIDTH ISOMER QUADRUPOLE AREA f1 f2 f3 
COMPOSITION 
x1 r1 x2 r2 SHIFT SPLITTING (arb.) Two Four Inhomo-
Peak Peak geneous 
(Ve1ocitl with resEect to iron in mm/sec.) 
95 PbZr0 3 I(L).627 .374 .·162 .524 +0.395 0.466 7.575 .096 0.66 
5 BiFe03 
(R).603 .354 .121 .440 +0.362 0.481 6.443 
I(LA).519 .280 0.720 • .280 -.201 +0.384 4.979 (LB).279 .280 .039 .280 0.240 
(RA). 501 .• 282 -.219 .282 0.719 0.12 0.44 
(RB).261 .282 .021 .282 +0.376 0.240 5.034 
No Be II(L) .640 .• 199 .183 .307 +0.414 0.456 3.800 
.085 0.40 Corr. (R) .629 .251 .147 .418 +0.388 0.482 5.476 
Pbz:8 T~ 2o 3 (L).691 .262 .119 .244 +0.405 0. 5 7'2 7.570 ~194 0.64 
+ 5%BiFe0 3 
(R).657 .252 .083 .250 +0.370 0.574 7.494 
Pbz:7T!3o3 (1).702 .255 .100 • 24 7 +0.401 0.601 2.920 
.136 0.42 (R).675 .272 .065 • 243 +0~370 0.610 3.175 + 5%BiFe03 
spectrum for the "beryllium" correction case is shown in 
fig. 28, and for the no-impurity case in fig. 29. The 
room temperature parameters for these two runs are listed 
in table VIII. 
The thickness of the sample was determined from the 
measured absorption of gamma rays and the calculated 
absorption coefficients (see Appendix III). The thickness 
of the sample was .00857. gm/cm2 • This is equivalent to 
ncr0 = 1.49 for Ibon 57 in the sample. The resulting f 
factor was 0.096 for the "beryllium" correction case, 0.085 
for the no-impurity case and 0.12 for the four peak 
85 
"beryllium" correction case. After considering inhomogeneous 
. 
broadening the value off is increased to .64, .40.and .44 
respectively for the above cases. These gave Debye 
temperatures in the range of l90°-280°K. 
The linewidth with Be correction was 4.4 times the 
natural linewidth. The factor was 3.0 without iron 
impur~ty and 2.9 with the four peaks and Be correction. 
The isomer shift at room temperature gave an ionicity 
of 49% for the~berylli~Jimpurity case and 68% for the no-
impurity case. The empirical relation of Bhide, et al. 113 
(fig. 12) was used, so that large changes in ionicity occur 
for small changes in isomer shift. The results of Lyubimov, 
et al. 12 .. indicate an ionicity 43% for zirconium in PbZr0 3 • 
The electric field. gradient for the two peak case was 
16" v ~ 2.12 x 10 ~· For the four peak case, they were 1.08xl0 
em 
16" v 
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splitting (see Appendix V). 
The effect of temperature on the ~eak area in fig. 3Q 
was to cause a broad dip between: 170° and 190°C. These data 
were taken as the sample was cooling. A possibility of two 
dips in this range was indicated by the shoulder in the dip. 
These would correspond to the presence of two phase transit~ 
in PbZro 3 . The dielectric constant as a function of 
temperature, ~n fig. 31, showed a transition at 200°±5°C, 
with a Curie temperature of 150°C obtained from the 
dielectric constant behavior above the transition temperature. 
There was also a slight increase in the dissipation facto~ 
at l65°C, below the effect of the 200°C transition. This 
could indicate the second transition from a ferroelectric 
to an antiferroelectric state. It occurred both upon heating 
and cooling of the sample, with about a l0°C hysteresis. 
The electric quadrupole splitting versus temperature 
is shown in fig. 32. The quadrupole splitting decreased 
rapidly at 200°C, to indicate a phase transition from a 
polar to non-polar state. There was a slight irregularity 
at about 160°, which might be an indication of the second 
phase transition mentioned earlier. There was a residual 
splitting above 200°C, due to electric field gradients 
generated by the differently charged B ions randomly 
occupyi~g the B sites of the lattice. 
The isomer shift versus temperature is shown in fig. 
33. There was a slight break at about 190°C, which may be 
·-(/') t-
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33 -.Isomer shift as a function of temperature in.Mossbauer studies of FIG. • 95% PbZr0 3- 5% BiFe0 3 • 
related to the first order transition at 200°C. This was 
uncertain due to the scatter of the data points. The 
scatter was introduced by the poor resolution of the two 
peaks in the spectrum using.the PARLORS program. The 
LORLSF program used above 200°C gave less scatter to the 
data. The slope above 200°C was about 2.15 x l0-15!°K. 
This was in agreement with the Dulong-Petit limit of 
2.,41 x lO-lS/°K. 
The "no impurityH data was not fitted to a four peak 
spectrum due to the obvious inequality (fig. 29) of the 
93 
peaks. A model to fit this spectrum requires a knowledge 
of the angular dependence of f, so that the Karyagin effect 
can be estimated. A fit can probably be approximated using 
a fixed ratio of intensities for each pair and a fixed 
ratio of splitting between the two pairs. The pattern 
would have the makeup shown in fig. 3~ which allows the 
observed asymmetry. 
Fig.34. Model for asymmetric spectrum. 
C. 95% (80% PbZr0 3-20% PbTi0 3 )-5% BiFe0 3 t 
This sample was prepared by s.intering 850°C for two 
hours and then air quenching. The same microtechniques of 
preparation and analysis were used as for the previous 
sample. The room temperature spectrum is shown in fig. 35. 
The splitting of the two peaks w~ more noticeable because 
of the reduced linewidth. The parameters of this spectrum 
are given in table VIII. 
94 
The f factor w~ 0,19 using measured linewidths (2~6 
times the natural linewidth), and 0,64 assuming inhomogeneous 
broadening of the peak. The latter value was slightly less 
than that for the PbZr0 3 sample. The Debye temperature of 
this sample was about 300°K, The thickness was 0,00839 
gm/cm 3 of sample. The iron used in preparation was 90.7% 
lron 57, This gave ncr= 1,61 for iron 57 in the sample~ 
(See Appendix III). 
The isomer shift was about equal to that of Pb4r0 3 
and corresponded to an ionicity of 56%. The electric field 
gradient was 2,6 x 1015 V/cm 3 , larger than that of PbZr0 3 , 
probably because of the larger ferroelectric polarization 
of this system. The higher distortion of the system, as 
indicated by the higher Curie point, should also result in 
a higher electric field gradient. 
The peak area versus temperature is given in fig. 36. 
Three dips, which can be related to observed phase 
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·cHANNEL-NUMBER Fig.35. 
and 330°C. The lowest phase transition was observed by 
Cook76 using electrical measurements. Neutron diffraction 
studies made at room temperature by Achenbach66 showed 
that this system has a multiple-cell structure. Michel 
and Moreau 72 have since reduced the structure data and 
shown that they corresponded to the space group R3c. At 
higher temperature, there may be another phase, not con-
firmed yet, but thought to be an intermediate phase, still 
R3c, but in which the oxygents occupy special positions 
rather than the general positions allowed by R3c~ The 
third ferroelectric phase is known to belong to the space 
96 
. group R3m and to be single-cell. Finally the material 
becomes cubic, Pm3m, The di~s in fig. 36 are quite broad 
and indicate the possible influence of high temperature 
electric conductivity on the relaxation time in the lattice. 
The dip at 230°C is not well determined by this data, so 
the intermediate phase is uncertain. 
The electric quadrupole splitting (fig. 37) changes 
. . 
with temperature, but seems only slightly sensitive to the 
phase transitions at 120° and 270°C. The 330°C phase 
transition is not outstanding, possibly because the 
inhomogeneous broadening may mask out the splitting before 
it reaches this temperature. The PARLORS program was able 
to resolve the peaks well above the transition temperature_ 
The large fluctuations in the data above 300°C may be due 
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transit ion • 
The isomer shift versus temperature curve (fig. 38) 
shows some slight irregularities in the slope near the 
phase transition points at 130° and 340°C. These are not 
100 
well determined in terms of the error in the data; so exact 
temperatures cannot be obtained. The slope of this curve 
-15 at high temperatures is about 2.2 x 10 /°K, as compared 
to the theoretical 2.41 x lo-15 /°K. 
D. 95% (70% PbZr0 3- 30% PbTi0 3)-5% BiFe0 3• 
This sample was sintered at 850°C for two hours and 
air quenched, using the microtechniques described earlier, 
The room temperature spectrum is given in fig. 39. It is 
very similar to the previous sample and was intended as a 
check on the results obtained on the 80/20 sample. The 
parameters of the spectrum are given in table VIII. 
The thickness was 0.00456 gm/cm 3 of sample (see 
Appendix III). The iron in the sample was 90.7% iron 57, 
which gave ncr= 0.877. The area fraction, f,·was 0.136, 
using measured linewidths (2.6 times the natural linewidth). 
If inhomogeneous broadening ~assumed, then f = 0.42. 
This gave a Debye temperature of about 210°K, somewhat 
less than that for either the 80/20 or PbZr0 3 samples. The 
fact that the sample was half as thick may mean that the 
signal to noise ratio was higher than normal. 
The isomer shift was just slightly less than that of 
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field gradient was slightly larger, and was 2.72 x 1016 V/cm. 
This indicated the slightly higher distortion and higher 
Curie point of the 70/30 sample. 
The peak area versus temperature curve in fig. 40 did 
not show any sharp transitions, but changes .in the slope were 
present at 300°C and about 10Q°C. The same sequenc~ 
of phase transitions was expected to occur here as in the 
80/20 sample, though the lower two transitions should be 
lowered and the upper one increased in temperature. This 
was hard to determine from these data. 
The electric quadrupole splitting as a function of 
temperature given in fig. 41, also showed slight breaks 
near these temperatures, again with a scatter problem above 
300°C. A large splitting due to charge differences and 
oxygen defects remainedabove the expected ferroelectric 
transition at 330°C·, 
The isomer shift (fig, 42) showed a kink at 70°C, 
but was essentially a straight line until above 340°C where 
the slope appears to decrease. The slope was about 
-15 . . f 1 .. 8 x 10 /°K above 340°C, but data werenot obtalned ar 
enough above this point to insure that the slope was not 
affected by the specific heat of transition. The slope 
below 340°C was 2.51 x lo-15J°K. 
E. SUMMARY 
The data show the presence of phase transitions, and 
suggest some of the mechanisms involved. They also show 
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transitions. Table IX gives some of the special fraction 
observations for these three samples. The dip in area at 
the highest transition in all three samples was about 
10% ± 3%, The areas of the dips varied widely due to 
nearby transitions and/or broad phase transitions. Since 
the dips were not well defined, no attempt was made to 
relate areas to lattice mode intensities. 
106 
TABLE IX. 
SUMMARY OF DATA 
SAMPLE TRANSITION IONICITY ELECTRIC DE BYE TEMPERATURE 
. TEMPERATURES FIELD 




95% PbZr03 . I. 200°C, 165-175°C 4-8% 
16 
.66 29i°K 284-°K 2.12x1016 5% BiFe0 3 (3:1) 1.08x1o16 .4-4- l98°K II. 69% 2.10x10 .4-0 207°k 189°K 
95%Pbz:8T~ 2 o 3 330°C, 230°C,l00°C 56% 2.57xlo16 .64- 304-°K 273°K 
~%BiFe0 3 
95%Pbz:7 T~ 3o 3 310°C, 170°C, 70°C 54% 16 2. 7 2x10 . .4-2 188°K 194-°K 
5%BiFe03 
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The samples measured show about the same qualitative 
behaviour near phase transitions, despite the differences 
108 
~ the structures and lattice mode spectra. The suggestion 
of Dvorak, 106 that antiferroelectric phase transitions 
should reduce the Mossbauer effect more drastically than 
ferroelectric phase transitions, was not confirmed by this 
experiment. Rather, the results indicated that phase 
transitions from cubic to antiferroelectric and to 
ferroelectric are quite similar, Recent measurements 81 ' 83 ' 84 
on temperature dependent zone boundary lattice modes do not 
show that the mode depends on temperature over the whole 
zone as suggested by Silverman57 and hence it appears that 
Dvorak's conclusion was incorrect~ 
In the ferroelectric phase transitions invest~gated 
here, the dielectric constant -temperature curves do not 
have very sharp peaks, thus indicating diffuse "phase 
transitions. This has been observed also in both dielectric 
and Mossbauer area fraction data on the rhombohedral phase 
transition in BaTi0 3 •
94 
The phase transition in lead zirconate may be split 
into two parts when impurities are added. 77 The sequence 
of phases is from cubic, Pm3m, to a ferroelectric phase 
(possibly rhombohedral R3m), and then to the antiferroelectric 
phase which -is orthorhombic, multiple cell, and has s.pace 
group Pba2, The intermediate phase is usually quite narrow 
~ temperature range, and determined mainly by means of 
hysteresis loops, rather than by x-ray diffraction~ 
The phase transition for the rhombohedral ferro-
electrics 80/20 and 70/30 is probably in the following 
sequence: 
109 
I. Room Temp·eratu·re· ·to· T00°C. This structure is 
rhombohedral double-cell, R3c. The oxygen, besides being 
displaced along a face diagonal, are displaced slightly off 
the diagonal. The A and B ions are displaced along [111] 
to give the ferroelectric dipole moment. 
II. · Too·o·c t·o '20'0°C. This structure results from the 
oxygen returning to the face diagonal. The oxygen are now 
centrosymmetric, but the A and B ions are still non-
centrosymmetric~ The structure is double-cell rhombohedral, 
R3c, 
III, · 20'0°C to 3'00°C. The oxygen displace to reduce the 
structure to single-cell rhombohedral R3m~ This places the 
oxygen in noncentrosymmetric positions displaced perpendicu-
lar to the face of the perovskite cell. By this time the 
A and B ions have become less shifted along [111], so the 
polarization is reduced, 
IV. · Above· '300'°C. The ideal cubic perovskite structure, 
Pm3m is found, and the material is paraelectric. 
The temperatures are only typical for the PbZr0 3-
PbTi03 system, The phase transitions may be of second 
order because of the small changes of symmetry in the 
110 
crystal, but classification is difficult. 
The area versus temperature measurements suggest that 
there are intermediate transitions I-II and II-III which 
may be due to zone edge lattice modes, since dielectric 
measurements do not show these transitions. The group-
theoretical analysis of Cochran and Zia arrives at the 
same conclusion. 
Lead zirconate shows a dielectric anomaly due to a 
k = 0 lattice mode, with a Curie point of 150°C, but the 
transition takes place at about 200°C,because of a mode at 
the zone boundary, ·which also becomes unstable. The 
suggestion of an intermediate ferroelectric phase is based 
on the rise in the dissipation factor and. the broad 
irr~gular dip in area fraction obtained near the transition 
temperature. This may be a two phase region or simply an 
electrically imposed transition which occurs quite readily 
in the broad, soft region indicated by our measurements. 
The f values determined from this data indicate that 
PbZr0 3 is the most ~igid lattice, as do the isomer shift 
predictions of ionicity, which make it more covalent than 
the ferroelectric compounds. This indicates that the 
strongly distorted structure has more bonding overlap or 
covalency. The two ferroelectric compounds show quite 
different f values and Debye temperatures, while the 
ionicity is about the same. This may be due entirely to 
the change in transition temperature of the I-II phase 
lli 
which indicates a softer lattice, and hence a lower f, for 
the 70/30 sample. 
The electric field_ gradients of the different samples· 
are in accordance of their expected polarizations. The 
decrease of the electric field gradient with increasing 
temperature seems to be directly connected to the polari-
zation of the lattice, except for the splitting caused by 
the charge differences at the B sites and possible oxygen 
defects. The values of the electric field gradient are 
about those obtained for BiFe0 3 ,.
126 but abo~t twice as 
la~ge as that for BaTio 3 •
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The electric field_ gradient for PbZr0 3 is complicated 
by the existence of two zirconium sites in the lattice which 
have different electric field_gradients. These gradients 
seem to be due to the polarization alo~g the z-axis and 
hence not related to the antiferroelectric structure in the 
xy plane. There is a possibility of a small contribution 
from the apparent phase transition near 170°C due to 
antiferroelectricity. Recent attempts have finally 
succeeded in fitti~g the spectrum to four peaks. Problems 
still exist in fitti~g the ·asymmetry in the peaks, so no 
estimates of the Kary.agin effect are available. For the 
other samples the peaks are very symmetric. 
The inhomogeneous broadening in this experiment is due 
to the charge inequality of the A ions (Pb 2+, Bi3+) and the 
B ions (Zr4+, Ti4+, Fe 3+). The random array of these ions 
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in forming the compositional solid solution introduce at 
I 
least four different local-electric field gradients on the 
Fe 3+ ion, as given by Bell. 101 
The calculation of the electric field gradients thus 
becomes very difficult, since exact bonding strengths, 
atomic positions, and knowledge of oxygen defects are 
needed to reproduce the effect of the broadening. A_ good 
measurement of the structural electric field gradient is 
not possible, because the two effects interact to give only 
an aver~ge effect which may be larger or smaller than the 
actual effect, depending upon the probability of the 
different states. If we assume the same effect for all 
the samples, then intercomparisoh can be made. 
It appears, since the splitting of the peaks above the 
expected transition temperature increases with addition of 
PbTi0 3 , that part of the effect is due to the size 
difference of the Zr4 + and Ti4 + ions. Thus the splitti~g 
is due to a combination of the charge differences of Fe 3+ 
and Zr4 + (and Bi 3+ and Pb 2+) and the size differences of 
Zr and Ti. The contribution of each may be roughly equal. 
Data run with 95% PbTi0 3-S% BiFe0 3 showed a·much reduced 
splitti~g above the transition temperature, so that Ti is 
probably a more compatible ion than Zr with Fe in the 
lattice. This is in accordance with the ionic sizes given 
previously. 
The computer pr~grams used in analyzing the data 
could perhaps be improved, and this might result in reduced 
scatter of data points. There are now available non-
linear regression programs, which give rapid convergence and 
valid minimum tests for the least squares fit of the data. 
I 
The PARLORS program could only test the error between 
interations, while the LORLSF program is slowly convergent 
with no test on the least square errors. It appears very 
unlikely, however, that a change of programs would result 
in appreciably different conclusions. 
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VI. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The significant new results obtained in this experiment 
were as follows: 
1. The similarity of antiferroelectric and ferroelectric 
transitions in·perovskites with respect to the Mossbauer 
effect data has been established. 
2. The lattice mode behavior with temperature appear to 
be similar for antiferroelectrics and ferroelectrics. 
3. The polarization of the antiferroelectric lattice is 
evident in the electric quadrupole splitting data. 
This is mostly due to displacements along the c-axis of 
the zirconium ion. 
4. The linewidths for the antiferroelectric were much 
wider than for the ferroelectric. This is explained 
by the two non-equivalent sites for zirconium in 
PbZro 3 , which_ give two different electric field 
gradients. A fit has been obtained using four peaks 
which_ give linewidths nearly as narrow as for the other 
samples. There is still a problem in fitting the 
asymmetry of the peaks in PbZr0 3 . Single crystal 
measurements as a function of incident angle and applied 
field are required to separate the anharmonic contri-
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APPENDIX I. 
PARLORS COMPUTER PROGRAM MODIFIED FOR IBM 360-50 
This program147 makes a least square fit of the data 
to as many as twenty-one Lorentzian line shapes and a 
background parabola. This parabola approximates the effects 
of nonlinearity in the drive or certain geometric effects 
due to the source moving with respect to the detector. The 
basic equation to be fitted is: 
y(x) = ( I Ai ) 
1=1 1 + h.(x- p.)' 
]_ ]_ 
+ E + Fx + Gx' 
where A. is the height of peak i, ]_ 
p. is the position of peak i, ]_ 
h. ]_ is the inverse square of the HWHM of peak 
The peaks are fitted using the criterion that: 
n 
S = I [y . ( obs • ) 
j=l J 





To make the calculation ·easier, the equation(A-I-1) 
is linearized by first setting: 
h. =H. +a. with c.<<H., and 
~ ]_ ]_ ]_ ]_ 
p. = P. + y. with y.<<P .. ]_ ]_ ]_ ]_ . ]_ 
The result is then expanded using the binomial theorem, and 
higher powers of y. and o. are neglected to give: ]_ ]_ . 
y. = 
J 
n ~A. I 2::._ + 
1=1 Qij 
2A.H. (x .. -.p. • .)y. 
~ ~ J ~ ~ 
Q~. 
~J 
. A •. (x •. -.p. • .) 2 .a ·j 




+ E + F x. + G X~ (A-I-3) 
J J 
where: Q •• = (1 +H. Cx.-p .. ) 2 ). 
~J ~ J ~ 
This is then minimized according to equation(A-I-~to form 
the matrix elements of the least square matrix equation. 
The program calculates the parameters; A., E, F, G, y., 
~. ~ 
and a., from which new values of P. and H. are calculated 
~ ~ ~ 
and the next iteration is begun. The program stops if the 
difference between iterations is less than the specified 
error or specified number of iterations, whichever comes 
first. The program also faults if ~he matrix is singular, 
because no unique inverse can be found for it. The program 
tries to make adjustment for large errors by alteri~g· the 
halfwidth until usable values are obtained. 
The program prints out the parameters of the fit, error 
analysis, and plots of the data and fit. The error analysis 
is described in NBS technical note #404. 1 ~ 7 The program 
consists of the main control program and three subroutines; 
READLD, DPINVS, and PARLOR. The first reads in the data 
and prepares it for analysis. PARLOR does the main curve 
fitting and output control includi~g the plotting and error 
analysis. DPINVS is a double precision matrix inversion 
routine used in solving the least square matrix. 
The data cards are arranged in the following order: 
I. NSETS is the number of data sets to be analyzed, 
Format (12). 
II. The following list of cards is to be placed in front 
of each data set, except as noted for channels 400-201 in 
one of the options of MO (~). 
· 1. MO(l) = 0, Plots on Calcomp Plotter. (4I2) 
= 1, Plots on High Speed Printer. 
2. M0(2) = 0, Does not plot Residuals on Printer. 
= 1, Plots Residuals on Printer. 
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M0(3) ; 0, Does not print out calc. and expt. data. 




MO(~) = 0, Analyzes 400 data points. 
< 0, Folds ~00 data points and analyzes as 
one set of 200 data points. 
> 0, Analyzes first 200 data points and the 
second 200 data points separately as two 
data fits. 
= 2, Subtracts Beryllium Impurity correction. 
= 1, No Beryllium correction. 
IT is maximum~umber of iterations to be allowed. 
ER is'the maximum error to be allowed. (I2,Fl4.4) 
6 ov is number of overflows in 10 memory in data. 
(F~.O) 
4. ALABL(I), I= 1,18; Data Label, first 48 characters 
5. ALABL(I); I = 19,36; label plots, last 72 characters 
6. ALABL(I), I= 37,54; label number of data points 
analyzed. (18A4) . 
7. F0 is background correction factor, (4Fl0.7) 
P0 is position of beryllium correction peak, 
H0 is the half width of Be correction peak, 
R0 is the relative height of Be correction peak. 
8. J is the channel number of a bad channel (T3). 
Numbering is on basis of 1 - 400, or if analyzing 
data in 400 - 201 ra~ge, J = 400 - Jobserved. 
Blank card terminates set of J. 
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9. Rl is position of peak ·in spectrum (guess)· (lF7.4) 
R2 is half width of peak in spectrum 
ERl is individual error limit for particular pe.ak 
CERl = ER if not specified). 
One card per peak, terminated by blank card. 
10. RW(J), J = 1,8; Data Cards (8(4x,F6.0)) 
25 cards if M0(4) > 0 and 50 cards otherwise. 
11. VEL is Velocity per channel in mm/sec (2Fl0.6,I2) 
XZERO is the channel having zero velocity 
NVEL = 0 No velocity scale on plot 
= 1 Velocity scale on 'plot 
= 2 Velocity scale and resolved Lorentzian 
peaks are plotted (Useful in case of over-
lapping peaks). 
Several special features of the program, not discussed 
in the NBS notes, 1 ~ 7 are discussed here. They are the 
beryllium correction, background correction and the variable 
data input. 
The beryllium correction was introduced when an 
impurity peak was observed in the spectrum and was thought 
to be due to iron in the beryllium foils used in the 
furnace and counter tube window. It has since been found 
that the fault was in an aluminum foil. filter used to reduce 
the X-ray intensity. · To use this feature which amounts to 
stripping the spectrum of a single Lorentzian having the 
parameters specified by P0, H0, R0 on data card number 7. 
To use the routine, M0(4) must have the absolute value of 
2. If the beryllium correction is made, the output 
specifies the peak parameters and states that the correc~ion 
has been made. 
The background correction is used to_ get relative area 
fractions by subtraction of the non-14 kev radiation that 
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gets into the counter and discriminator window. The value 
of F0 gives the experimentally determined ratio of the 
background count rate to the total count rate. The total 
count is measured by using a scaler to count the events 
stored during one minute. The background count is measured 
by placing a .005 inch Brass filter between the Source and 
Detector, to eliminate the 1~ kev radiation, and then . 
observing the count rate for one minute again. 
where 
F0 = I: Y hackgrou·nd 
I: Yobserved 
I:y - A - A 
observed - parabola peaks. 
This gives the final correction as 
F = Yb'a·ckgroU:nd = 
Ymaximum 
where A is area, 
y is number of counts. 
F0 . (1 
This gives the area fraction to be: . 






where Ymaximum is determined from the value of the 
parabola at the position of the peak having area A k" pea 
The data input is arranged for use with both a triangle 
wave spectrum or a flyback spectrum. For the triangle wave, 
two mirror image spectrum are generated in channels 1-200 
and ~00 - 201 respectively. There are two options in 
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analyzing the data. 
1. The data can be folded by adding the two halfs; 
y(I) = y(I) + y(401 - I). 
2. The data for each half can be analyzed separately. 
The latter case is probably more useful since estimates 
of non-linearity and other errors can be obtained and 
corrected for. The folding routine is useful to subtract 
out the geometric background contribution present with 
large amplitudes of source motion. If the data is analyzed 
separately, only data cards II-6 on down have to be used 
for the second half of the spectrum. 
For the flyback or sawtooth velocity waveform, the 
0 - 400 channel data format is useful. 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOO 2 ~AIN OATE = A9134 17/10/16 
C PARLORS--"10SSB.AIJF:~ SPECTR'\--FOLO-Vff.-PR.INT PLflT 
--------4-c:-+F~ff+R~-'>S.+T EAPD (212) PJSETS•-41 OF CIIF~VE FITS T(l 8[ •~AOF C Sft.mm CfiRD (412> ~fl(l)=l SIVfS PR.INT-PLGT, =0 GIVES PLOT-PLOT 
C "-1f1(2) = 1 GIVES RF.SirWE PRP.JT-PLOT 
C "''n ( 3 ) = 1 G I V E S D AT f:. , C /'J.l C , R E S I 0 U E P R. J NT 0 U T 
---------+.-----M-0 ( td ( 1-'• 00 G H!\b4~Jr:L S, • LT. 0 Fql-9-£-&ATA, 2 COP~ ECTS FOR RE 
C PH R n C A R 0 C t 2 , F 14 • 4 ) I T = N lJ M R E R Cl F J T f R A Tt 0 N S T 0 R E '.1 ,\f) E 
C ER = CONVFRCENC~ CQJTERTON OF IT~RATIDNS 
C f(liJPTH CARl) (F4.0) OV= NU~Rf:R OF OVERFLn\4S IN MILLlflNS 
----------&G---E-C:-A,&,,-Hfl-fil)r£5 '5 , ~' , 7 A P. F l 4. ~ q_ C A R 8 S FAR OAT A Sf T ( 
C CAfHl R (4Fl('.6) f=Q = RI\TIO m: !H.CKGQntJN(' TO TOTAL COUNTS 
C PO, Hn, RO hRE POSITION, HALFWIOTH, 1\NI) RELATIVE HEIGHT OF BE 
C NEXTCAPOS APE RAD CHANNFLS, ONE PFR CARO (13) FOLLOWED RY A RLANK CARD 
---------bG-+T-PH~tf~N~Pf-AJs' PnSfTIQt.l -\"J!) HALr:WifHH AWl Ff<RO~ GU!=SSFS, q:-.1~ PEAK PER CARD 
C PFAK GUfSSES HAVf FORMAT C3F7.4), ARE FOLLOWEn RY BLANK CARD 
C OATA CARnS FOLLOW R(4X,F6.0) 
C IF ~VEL .GT.O 4NO Mfl(l)=O, CARO FOLLOWS DATfi(2Fl0.6) VEL, XZFRO 
----------b----41~.-+-- VFLnr:n:v PI&~ Cf.JM~~~El, X7.ERG- OIAbi~!EL ~AVIW; 7EfW VELOGITV 
C IF ~0(4).GT.O, PLACE CARDS FROM 7 ON AEFOREDATA CARD STARTING WITH 200 
C NVEL OECJOES IF PLOT INCLUDES VELOCITY SCALE 
0001 NPI nT=C 
----~0~0~8~?~--------------+l~=t----------------------------------------------------------------------------
OOCl r<FAO (1tl0l 1\ISFTS 
0 C il I~ 1 0 F n P M A T ( I 2 ) 
0 0 0 5 I) Q ? 0 I = 1 , ~J SF T $ 
---~O~G~G~€~·--------------~r~~~~~~~~---------------------------------------------------------------
FOPTR·VI IV G LEVEL l, t-1'lD 2 REI\OLO 
1'\ 0 c-:; 
ooc 4 
CflM"1flN A(63,~~~ ,A"' 63,6,) ,R(63) 
DATE = 69134 17/10/16 
C ('1.'1 ~~II N Y ( 5 ':1, 0 ) , I r:; ( 5 3 0 ) , P ( ? 1 ) , H ( 2 1 ) , E R 1 ( 2 1 ) , I T , E R , E M , N 1 , N , 
1/IL/Ifll (54) rNL, JI,N,M0(4) ,NOATA,FO 
----~c~o~·n~·,~--------------Hn~~H4~~~~+--------------------------------------------------------------oo0~ K=?Ol 
00:'7 TF ( JOX.l T.C:l GO Tn 87 
OQ,jA RF.An <1,40) P1nCJl,J=l,4l 
CQ;1 40 ~ 
001~ PEA[) (1,60) OV 
OOlQ 60 · FnPMAT (F4.0) 
0020 IrXP=6.C 
----40~(1,~-,2~1~---------~9'43+~0'-----"'-R E £\ P ( 1 , Q 3 1 ) ( A LA A l ( I ) , 1 -I , 3 f. ) 
00?~ 9~1 FQR~AT (18~4) 
002"3 87 RfAD (1,931) (ALAAL(I),I=37,54) 
OG24 llR WPTTF (~,llql 
----~o~q~?~~~-------4l4l~Q~~r . . 
0026 935 WRITF (1,1211 (ALABLCil,I=l,54) 
C027 121 FOR~AT (lH ,1P~4) 
oo?~ r-n=o.c 
--40cH0d-J?rL:l.J..._ _______ -+<-R FAn ( l , n 'd F 0 t PO, HO, R 0 
00~0 54 FORMAT (4Fl0.6J 
C03J 65 nn 70 I=J,NDATII 
OC1? 70 rr.( I l=O 
OO~fi P 
00~4 PF~f) (1,75) J 
00)~ 75 rnP~AT (13) 
C03n TF(J.EQ.OI GO TO A6 
----40~o~3~7~-----------~w~~~~4+~------------------------------------------------------------------oo~R 76 FOP~AT(~X,15HRAD CHANNEL AT ,13) 
C030 8G TG(.J):::1 
0040 86 JGN=T-1 
0041 p 
---.0+-i. Q,;.<t+-ct '>+------------!-1 ~(-F R 1( N L ) • L T • 1 • Qf: o ) E R 1 ( N ll F. R 
001-+A ff-(P(t>JL).LT.l.GE-6) GO TQ 95 
0047 q' r.ONTTNIJF 
C048 q4 FOPMAT (1F7.4) 
0 (, 4 q q 5 ~I - -
C050 On o~z JK=l,NDATA 
0051 93? Y(JKl=r.r 
COS? rn q3~ JK=1 NDAT ---~O;J-IG=--c:-,_, 4+----~07.~3-!l.J18>---lLR E /l P f --1-t-o 3 4l ( R 1<1 ( J ) , J - 1 , B ) 
OC:54 93?~ JI<K=B*( JK-1 l 






CQ5q IF (rAr1(4l.GE.C) GO TO 117 
OOAJ no 11~ 1=1,200 
.. 
-----~e~e~f~>l~-------------+IF IIG(~~-~N~E~.T0~)-;t~Gri(~J1)-·~l--------------------------------------------------
OOA.~ IF (!G(Jl.NE.Ol GO TO 115 
OC:6~ Y( I )=Y( I l +Y(401-U 
Of•64 115 CONTif-.!llf 
---tO"rl0""'• ~'r', sc;--------t-t~tl _ .. 
006A 117 EM=C.O 
OOA7 106 DO 111 N=1,NDAT~ 
0 C' 6 q T F ( J G ( 1\J I • t-.! E • 0 l GO T 11 111 
---tO-H€-:-~f.y, o~. ----+l+t0-41q--+I F-t-¥ ( ~ J ) • L: T • 1 • () E f.d G 0 Tf) 11 2 
0070 IF(Y(N).GT.FM) EM=Y{N) 
0(•71. 111 C!lNTINLI'? 
OC7? N=~nATA 
0971 6 
0074 112 N=N-1 
0075 9~4 FOPM~T (P(4X,Fb.()) 
C COPPFCT FnP C!llJNT OVERFLnt.oJtNORfi1ALIZE Y, PRINT ALPHANUI"'ERIC DATA 
---10~0+7'f-,6'-r-------ll--ll-=3\-F-[ ~~- [ ~1 f .....ftlf*-++-Ll,-r-'1<*-f~E-P-II------------------------------
C(77 n~ 128 J=l,NnAT~ 
0078 11f Y(J)=Y(T)+nV*(lO.**IF.:XP) 
0079 127 Y(Tl=Y(f)/fM 
---1('\-1; C~AR-1f:Ft-1 -----tl-72'-ffl~. --¥¥ ff ) - ( V ({ ) F fl tl (1 • F 0 ) 
C Y = ~-l!lR~~/\LT 7Fn CClUN TS · 
00~1 rnx=-Jnx 
OC'R?. IF ( IAPSt lOX\ .E'J.2) GO TO l~G 
---~G~~~q~1+-----~l~?~?L-~R~-~--------------------------------------------~~--
OC•84 1"3\' nr 131 l=l,?CC 
C0R~ f=J 
o o ~ ~ 7 = P n 1 < 1 .c + < ( r-PIll/ Hn l * * 2 1 · 
GOA7 ¥ 
Cf'AP 131 \(l"!TINUF 
C0~9 ~PITE(3,133) 
cco1 13':3 FnRMAT (3'5HORFOYI_LTIJM-IRON IMPURITY SU~TRACTFD) 
---i(J:l..!O=t-JO~} --------w-v! R T T E (~ l ~ 4 ) P q, HO, R 0 




r;o TO 122 
E 
FORTQ4N IV G LFVFL 1, MnD 2 DPfNVS D4TE = 691~4 17/10/16 
OOCl SIJPROUTTNF. DPI~lVS(N,K,ISIG) 
---------r.C:-f'lfl-Aflrt-iUfR-PI+-1 E PRfClSJFJI'If ~4ftTPf)( PWFRSIAP~ Vqf) Ff.)UA.TJRf4 SOL¥P~5 WITII SFLECTh'E 
C PIVnTP.H~ 
C A=nRJr.JNAL MATPIX, !\T"'V = TNVERSF., N = NU"'1RFR OF ROWf\S OF A. B =CON 
C STANTS 8r- SJ~IJLT~NEGI.!S EQlJ"TIONS. S'lllJTION REMAINS IN 8 
---------fr~---f-ti~:-- ltOt lt TNOTCA.TFS SALVE FQUA.TIONS, !~VERT~, BEHIIt RESPECTIVELY 
0002 f\nUr-ltF PPEr:ISIO"l 1\,AINV,C,HOLO,B,X,Z,H,P 
CCC~ cr~q10N A(6l,A3) ,AINVC6~,6'3),f3(61) 
0 C 0 4 · C n 111 ~ D N V ( 53 0 ) , J G ( 53 C l , P { 21 ) , H ( 2 1 ) t E R 1 ( 2 1 ) , I T , E R , P~ , N 1 , N 0 , 
-----------Hr-1. fJ\l (54 It '~l t fG f'lft "10( 4 It tW•HA, FFJ 
coc~ rsrr,=o 
OG0n TF(K.LT.Ol GO TO ?.0 
0007 Q8 15 I=1,N 
---f0H0:o.tC.._.. '3r, --------BOO 15 ,1., J . 
OOC~ JF(l.fO.JI Gn TO 10 
0010 AI~V(I,JJ=O. 
0011 GO TG 1'5 
GC 1 ~ 10 A . 
0013 15 Cn~TINUE 
G014 20 on 6~ L=1,N 
001'5 r=r. 
---------IC7-!0~E:....THfc:...p._PI4P!E ~·AX AI3S 8F Vt\RIAALE TO BE tlPHN/\TEO 
0Cl6 on 2~ J=L,N 
0017 X=DAASCA(J,L)l 
0 0 1 A l F ( X • l E • C ) G n Tn 2S 
oo~q c 
or:?.O Jl=J 
OC'?1 25 \.fl~lTJ"!IJF 
C J1 IS Pr'W ll:\VI'-JG GRF:ATEST AAS,C IS T~IS VALUE 
----~0*0~?~.2~------~2~{~,----+JFf(r 1.rr 8),LE.O.l GO TO 12 
C INTEPCHA"!GF R8WS l AND Jl IF THEY ARE NOT THE SAME 
00?3 JF(Jl.r0.L) Gn Tn 40 
C024 [)0 ?fl J=l ,N 
OC?S II. 
OC2A ACL,J)=A(Jl,J) 
00~7 28 ACJl,Jl=HOLD 
0 0 2 q l F ( K • L T • 0 ) G n Tn 1 S 
----~0~9+-?~Q~-------------HAA "3?. d-1~N-------------------------------------------------------------------
C·03C• HnLn = t~JNV(L,J) 
0 0 11 /\ l ~,; V ( L , J ) =A IN V ( .J 1 , J l 
003? 3?. AP!V(.Jl,J) = HOU> 











C ZEPO ~Ll fLEM~~TS T~ THE LTH COLUMN BUT THF PIVOTAL fLEMENT co~~ rn 6G 1=1,~ 
00?9 TF(T.fO.L) GO Tn 6C 
----~C~0~4~9~------------~l~++~++~tTt4---------------------------------------------------------------CG41 DO 45 J=L,N 
0 0 4 2 4 5 A ( I , J ) = ~ ( I , ,J ) - 7 * A ( l t J ) 
0041 TFIK.LT.r) GO TO 55 
----~o~o~4~'~i--------------PPr- ~r 
.004" 50 ATf\tV{J,J) = AINV(I,J)- Z*AINV(L,J) 
0046 TF(K.EO.Ol GO TO 60 














eO r . 
115 f.(lf\ITJNliF 
C OIVJ0f RY DIAGO~Al ELEMENTS 
6R nn q5 L=l,N 
7 . 
on 10 J=L,N 
70 ~CL,Jl = ACL,J)/7 
T F ( K • l T. 0) GO Tn RC 
p 
75 AI~V!L,J) = AINV(L,J)/Z 
JF(K.EC.O) GO TO 95 
g(' R(L l=R{Ll/7 
Qfi CnN T HII JF 
Gn Tn 150 
120 ISTG=-1. 
WRITF. (3,130) 
l3C ~PDM~T(///2CX,4~~ MATRIX IS ~TNGULA~, ~0 INVERS~ OBTAI~ABb~ ///) 
150 R ETUQ N 
[Nf) 
F'"IPT~t\N IV r; LEVEL 1, ~_.,nD 2 PARLOR DATE = 69134 17/10/16 
SIJPRni.JTINF Df\Rlr)P (r-,'Pl0T,TDX) 
'll.IALF r>QI=GISTClr:.J A,P,G,l~,lll,D,Dl,AA,TE'~P 
6003 ((lM~1Cl~J A(63,A3) ,i\i\(63,~-:3) ,~(.1:>3) 
0 0 0 4 C !J'-1 M n N V ( 53 t: ) , J G f '51 C ) , o ( 2 1 ) , H ( 2 1 ) , E R 1 ( ? 1 ) , I T , E R , EM , N 1 , N , 
1!\l Mil. ( ?4) ,t'>il, TGN,Mn(t+) ,NDATA,FO 
---4-0~G.;,.;.C~'J---------t~D ~S I n•J V 1\P A ( ?.0 I, V.'\RP ( 20 l, VI\~ S( ?0 l, R"S I! ( 20 l ,VARG ( ~3), VARR ( 20 l 
0 0 :J 6 n T M nr S Fl \! P 1( ~ 0 ) , Q ( 2 C ) , H 1 ( '2 C ) , 0 ~ ( 2 0 ) , S 1 ( 2 0 ) , G ( 2 0 ) , Y 2 ( 5 3 0 ) , R 1 ( 5 3 0 ) 
0007 f)P'FNSTnN IPP(f-),tRP(l6),PLOT(12C} 
OCOq Ol'~FI'JSifl"J VA(LjQ0),YR(40C),Y0(400l,XD(400) 
---G~Ot+<C~..:o~-------HnP~HJSffl~·l TAR~( ?0) ,F~H~H i?'1) 
0010 nATA PD/lH+/,STJ\R/lH*/,BLANK/lH I 
0011 PFAn (1,1000) VEL,XZFRD,NVEL 
0012 lOGO I=UPM!\T C2F10.6, T2) 
--~Oif'btr-~· -':-1 -+--------+-1 1 3 >:- N L + 3 
fC14 ~n 1~7 I=1,NL 
0015 H(ll=l.C/{H(I)*H(I)) 
G016 157 n~( T )=C .0 
---~0~0~17~----------tl . 
001~ I TMn::o 
oa1o r,n T'1 110 
CQ?1 165 no 167 I=l,NL 
---~0~0H2Hl~------~l~h47---4Q~++~+++--------------------------------------------------------------------
C F I L L t f .-\ S T ~ () U ~ Q. F. S "1A T R I X 
co,, 110 no ?00 J=1,Ll 
00?1 A~(J,ll=C.O 
0224 n. _ 
CO?"i ,A.(J,Jl,O.O 
0 C 2 6 2 0 (' r:: n "' T I N U E 
0027 no 101 K:Nl,N 
--~P~J-. C~:::~-1-r-2 ,._o --------+T ~(-I G ( K ) • N r: • C• ) c;o T 0 3 'H 
OO?q (=K 
CIJ1r; Drl 2'50 I=1,NL 
CC~l J=3*T 
----~:--~~~-------~LI-?l-1./( l.•I·HI )~(G-n( J) l~~2) 
001l P.(J-1 l=R( .J-2l*R (J-2)* (C-P( I)) 
00l4 25C fl(J),R(J-ll*IC-P(I)) 
0035 01.1 ?60 I=l,~ 
---~o~r.~.+l~6-----------~K~.-Ll-~~-------------------------------------------------------------
00~7 260 O.(l<KK )=C**C I-1) 
oc~q on 3CO J=1,Ll 











----~o~o~·4~4~--------------wDn 310 J 1,~~-------------------------------------------------------------------
0045 310 P(J)=AA(Jd) 
C SOLVF LJ::AST SQUARES ~ATRIX 
0046 DO 3?.0 J~l,L1 
l)f:.lt 7 11 . -
004R !'.~(I,Jl=A(!,_J) 
OC49 AA!J.I)=A(I,J) 
00~~"~ 320 A(Jtl)=fd!,J) 
----~o~·o~~+l--------~1H5~c~·--~c~~~~~cHL~I~,-~l~,+I~s+I~G+)------------·--------------------------------------------
oo52 Ir-!ISIG.NE.O) t,Q TO 980 
C CORRFfT PEAK LnCATION AND HALF-WIDTH, IF OK PRINT RESULTS 
005~ nn 4ro IO=l,~l 
0954 J, ' 
00'51) R(JQ}::f'(.JI)-2) 
C R I S ~W q_ ~ ·~l T 7 F f1 
005f:> HJ ( f'))=-R(JQ) /R.(JQ) 
---f0H0?-"5i47~---------+I r (( II ( I Q )-+1-ll( I 0 H • G T. 0 d G 0 T n 4 0 0 
OIJ5B Y?=H{lQ)+Hl(JQ) 
OGSQ LIM~=ll~0+1 
CCU1:1 IFllfMQ.GT.lO) r,n TO 17t; 
., ' . 
o~o? GO rn 3gn 
0061 175 TF(li~n.GT.2Cl GO TO 410 
n r. f-. 4 I F ( L T ~~ D • E Q • l 1 ) H ( J fJ ) = H ( I 0 I I ( ( l • l ) * * 1 0 ) 
____ _,(r-,~+:1 t-,-', ..,_5 --------------HII ( HJ ) .. ll(--++. .++,r-:.~l----------------------------------------------------------
C066 19C X1=1./nsnRT(H(I0l) 
O~f:>1 WPTTF (3,4C5) TQ,Xl,X? 
CJ68 40'5 FOP•1,~Trt/lOX,2QI-IHALF-WIDTH CflRRF.CTED FOR PF.AK,I4,4H TO,F7.2,25H, 
-----------+- ATTPCPTED SOUHJQb~ • ,rq,3 ~ 
co6q Gn rn 165 
0.'')7C 40C C:Q~IT HJ!IC:: 
0071 GO Tn 4~0 
----~Cm .. C~·7~2~------~4~1E~ .• ---wt!P4~~f~·~,44+l~?~l-4T~O~----·-----------------------------------------------------------
C~7~ 412 ~npu~T(//34H WPONG HAL~WIDTH ESTT~ATF FOR PEAK,I5) 
G~74 Gn rn gn~ 
CC7~ 430 WPTT~ (3,435) 
--.... S9-If)~77-l-r-'i ----J.r4~l.c;.'i--F-F Fl R ·~ \T ( //QX, 4IIP EAI(, 5 X, 121 H4E'I# POSIT I md, 7X t 131 I P~EH I I.A.Ln#l Of II, q)( t l 0 II~~ E 
lW H~IGHT,l0X,RHN~W ARFA) 
0077 LTMQ=0 
C078 on 450 T=l,NL 
---Cf'"Ar+_ ?+Qc:}------------.+J =~*-I-------------------------------------------------------------------
CC:R'.) Pl ( J I=~(.J-ll/(7 .*1-1( Il*R.( I)) 
QQ~q P(!)=P(!)+OJ(J) 
C' 0 A ? 1-1 ( I ) = H ( T ) + (j • 0 ~' H l ( I ) 
----~.~~.~--------------~.~l~(+l~)~~+~-.~/~Df~.~~HH~~~----------------------------------------------------
OOfl.tt R(T)=R(l)*f:M*(l.-FO) 
r. P 1 S "J 0 W lJ N N n Q MAL IZ ED. W I l, L _ REM 1\ I N S r'J lJ "lt I L NEXT I T ERA TI 0 N 
o o A s r c r l = s 1 r r l * ~~ r 1 ) * 3 • 1 1+ 1 ':> q 2 6 
---r-~J~i;-J A-A 6fr-----4't~5-&C----wH ~---{ ~14-~-f--r.P.+f--l-,-5-ll-1-( .J-1 +) -.-, Pl-4-( +I-+) .,.,+;Grf(-J.1-+-----------------------00R7 4155 FnP~ATCRX,J3,4E20.A) 
r: TFST ~1[1'-iRF.I~ OF" ITER ATiflNS A"Jn CONVF.~GI:NCE 
C r· P R l J ~~:: L T ~ + 1 
----~~~-------------+~F+(ri~I~'~h•+L~E~.~J~TH)~G~9~T~q~~4~~~7------------------------------------------------------
0090 WRITE (3,456) 
QQQl 45A FQPM~T(//2CX,5~Hr:ONVERGENCF ~OT MET IN SPECIFIED NU~RER OF ITERATI 
1[1~1$,//1 
--~0~0~9~2--------~GG TR gqp 
OOQ1 457 01 t-+r)o T=l,"JI 
()0Q4 TF(IJ/\J:\c;;{Hl( l)/HCI I ).GT.ERl(l)) r,n Tfl 165 
Q0q, IFCnf..~S(Pl(J)/P(J)).ST.tRl(II) Gn TO 165 
----fTQ.:+jQ.g~.)-------~T F ( A R S ( ( R ( I l P A f l t • IP ( I } } , GT a F ·~ l ( T l I GO TO 16 5 
C pqi~T FIT ANn OATA FOR EACH CHANNEL. FIND MAXIMUMS 
OOQ7 46C CONT I"JlJF 
C~qg P40A0 ~ R(Ll-21*E~*C1.-Fnl 
---fl-('.:.t-Q.o.o.o.o--------DD A.QA l • P-H:-1- l ) *F ~~**-+(~1-..-fF:.fRl-l)>----------------------------
010J P~PA? = A(Lll*E~*(l.-FO) 









Clll n ' 








C Y Nnw f QtJ AL <; U'\I~JnRM ALI ZED COUNTS-PAR AROL A 
01 ~:' [)AP fv1='1ARI-1+V {I( I 
0121 CAPM=C~R~+V?CK) 
----~0+1+?~2--------------~0 l(K)-Y(. 
01?~ TFCY~.GT.YIKil YM=YCKJ 
0121-t 7=AnSCR1 (I<)) 
0125 TF (RM.LT.7) JR~=K 
----~C~l~2~7~-------------+JF (Y2M~GT~V?.(K)) V2M=Y2(K) 
012~ S=S+R1(K)*Pl(K) 
C'l2q 5JC CnNTI~liF 





r~ Q I T F ( ~ , c; 1 0 I [) , R ·~ , J P "1 
'5 1 C F rJ R 1·1 A T ( I I I 11 X , 1 G H :'1 V F R 1\ r; F. M E A N S fJ U 1\ R F R 1: S f D t J A l = , E 1 9 • 8 , I I 8 X , 1 8 Y M A X I M 




r R M=f) IQ ~~ 
WPJTE (3,c;l5) OQM 
515 F()D11-\T(RX,47Ht\V::RI\GE '·1E.iN S()IJAP.E RF.SIDlJALI~AXH~lJM n.ESIOUAL =,El!3.8 
WPJT~ ("3,520) r~,Y2M 




0141 WRITF ('3,'5?1) Sr::M,SFMh 
014~ 5?1 FOR~AT!RX,?7HSQ ~T OF ~1\X NO. 8F COUNTS= ,ElB.B,BX,4?HAVG ~EAN SO 
-----------~~ALI"Q RT '4\X NQ. GOtlflJTS- , El8.8/) 
Cl43 W~TT[ (1,S?~) PAQI\O,PA~hl,PARA2 
0144 5?~ FOR'-i:\T(~X,llHPAQA!=\OLI\ =(,E1'5.8,5H) + (,El5.8,10Hl*CHNL + (,f.15.8, 
111Hl*CH~L*CHNL 9 1) GJ4§ WPIT~ (~,5,4) QM,P~R~?,XO 
~146 524 r-nq~AT(PX,12HP~Rd~OLA = (,Fl2.2~5H) + (,Fl2.6,8H) * (X -,Fl2.8,4H) 
1**21) 
CJ47 WRTTE (1 9 526) 
----1C~·· l-1:-'1'+-1 'l>+--------~1\ R M- 0 .l' 
0140 T~RMT=0.0 
0JSO 1=.\R~H=C.O 
01 S 1 A L ~ R t.1 = 1 • I ( 1 • + C A R "1 I P II R M ) 
---~c~ls~c~------------~~ 
0 1 S 3 n f\ S r ( ·r l = P .A.. R /\(.; +P A~ 1\ 1 * P ( I I+ PAR A2* P ( I ) *P ( I ) 
01S4 Tt\P~_,( I l=G! I liR-\')H J l 
(115'5 fi\PMI I l=TARM( I) *ALI\RM 
--~f'4-l~'5A-6--------TT:\Pilf=TA.PUT IT/>R 1-1( f) 
Cl~7 F-\P~1T=f/\R'w1T+FAR....,(I) 
C·l"i~ h'R.JTr ('3,"1?7) {,(;(J),TAR~(J),F.'\RM(£) 
o1sq f:l?." AOM=tJ.qM + r..r r, 
----~~~------------~ C"lAl 1\~J?=fiP?*AI./\~"~ 
Cl~? AP3==~AP."11~M 
0 1 "' ~ AN 3 =A P 3 *A L fl R ~~ 
---10FH-,l6fr4-4 ---------+IWP I H ( 3 ,-s ~A) A ~n 61.,--A-f14-·..-A-~. ---------------------------
C1n5 \·JQITF (J,'J~Ql C'\R"'',AP2tt\N2 Gin~ WDJTF (3,53Ul ARM,TA~M ,FARMT 
01A7 WRTTE (3,51ll ALARM 
1 TFn ~.hCKGl~nlJf\1[) .t\R f.A l 
0 1 o 9 t; 2 7 F ( J f.'.~~ fl. T ( 5 X , 1t H P E .'1 t<. , I 3 , 7 X , F 1 ') • 1 , 1 r X , F 1 ') • 3 , 1 0 X , F 1 5 • 3 ) 
r110 S?P ~JRMAT(~X,4HFXPT,lrX,~1S.3,1CX,Fl').1,18X,Fl5.~) 
-----B0rll~7~lr-------~~~?~o~~F~~~T·4Hf;Alr.,~~~5h.~~~,~1~.0~X~,~F4l~Sho~3·h,~]hi+JX~,~F+1~5~.~~H)~----------------------------~ 
0 17 ~ 5 ~ (' F 'l R M 1\ T ( 5 X, 5 HTCJT <\L , 9 X, F 15. 3, 1 0 X, F l 5 • 3 , 10 X, F 15 • 3 ) 
0173 531 FC"R~1AT("'X,10Hf'IACKGR(l!JND cnRRFCTIO~ FACTOR =,F8.4) 
( CI\LCIILi\TF SIJ3TR~.rT "1!\TPTX ANn PRINT 
----------F.-C~SttlJ-fl[l-tf+'-P AfT '1 a, TP T )( L flW ER TR: I A; NG lE-A V f I~~ C:.f P 0 5 I TT 0~~ 0 F T II E HW P FA I( S 
C SURP~.t\CT !>16TR.Tl(-IJDPER TRIANGLE=DISTANCE BETWEEN THE TWO PEAKS 
0174 !F(NL.GT.lol ~0 TO 730 
017~ WRTTF (3,7r5) 
------+>-0 +1--S-71-rf-, -----f-7.f.>-0~5--+-F ~T ( l H 1 I ? 0 X ) 
0177 no 709 T=l, 6 . 
Gl7R 7r'9 JPP(l)=T 
Cl7q WPITF (3,710) (I\LARL(T),Y=l,l6l,(!RP(I),I=l,Nll 
Ol''H' 710 Ff\P~U\T BX,16At'tti//10Xtl61!SUATI'UcG1" MAT~l>( tf/flXt'tiiPE.\K,l611) 
OlPl nn 71~ I=l,NL 
OlR2 on 715 J=l, I 
01~" AfJ,J) = Pfll- P(J) 
----~C+l~844--------~7+l~~---AA{t,J) •++444~~HHhh~---------------------------------------------------------
OlR5 no 716 I=l,NL 
01R6 rii<.ITF ·(3,7?0) J ,(6(!,J) ,J=l,NL) 
OlR7 716 Cn~TTNUF 
OlFH} 72f FFlRP4AT (11'(, I?,, 3X, 16F7;i') 
01R1 WPJTE (1,721) ( IPP(I),I=1,NL) 
OIGC 721 FOQMAT(//?GX,20H4REA FRACTION MATRIX,///1X,4HPEAK,l617) 
01a1 nn 7?S l=l,Nl 
-----+OHl~o~?~.---------------AA~~~~~~~-------------------------------------------------------------------
0191 Il=I+l 
0104 Dn 7?~ J=Il,NL 
C:lG'J 1\(I,Jl = G(T)/G(.Jl 
Pl06 7?5 A 
OJa7 nn 7~1 J=l,NL 
0198 731 ~lPJTr (3,720) I,Udl,J),J=l,Nll 
C 1 q 0 7 ';), ~j r n '\1 T T N II != 
-------------+.--P~ -·F-f-J>.JAI::--P~R AM[T [f~S, DO FRRRR MJALVS IS, PP. !NT RESULTS 
O?~J ~PIT~ (1,735) 
C2Jl 7~5 FnRMAT(lH1,20X) 
C" 2 C 2 7 4 l \.J P T. T r: ( 3 1. 7 4 0 ) ( A L 1\ R L ( I. ) , I= 1 , '} 4 ) 
-----*0l-r?.u:C.;...14-----___,7f-'1Ht Gi-· ---+--F G t:HU T ( l ~ X , ]<l .0 '1 ) 
0~G4 ~RJTF (1,74~) 
C2JS 745 FnR~~T(//24X, lOHFINAL OATA) 
0?"6 W~ITE (1,7GO) 
c?b7 7Sr FriR~~T(jtlhX,4HPFAK,1X,l4HFtNAL PnSTTI0~,1X,l~HFINAL H'LFWIDTH,7X, 
ll2H~INAL HEJGHT,9X,lOHFINAL AREA,l0Xt9HBASE-LINE) 
C20q Dn 77t1 T=l,~lL 
C 2 0 g ~J R T T r ( 3 , 7 6 1) ) T , P { I ) , S 1 ( I ) , R ( I I , G ( I ) , ~ 1\ S F ( I ) 
---+P""''?t-41-'-q,__ ___ -+-7 e.(: t~-u---P-~ n n M ,r. T I 1'5 X , J 4 , F 111 • ~ , ~ 1 7 • 3 , 9 X .3 F ? C • $l ) 
0211 770 Ulf\!TTNlfC 
021? WDJTE (1,77?) fiRM 
0?1~ 772 Fn~~AT(75V,f?C.q) 
----~0~?~1~4~-------------4llr.IIf (3,775) P1R~O,PORAl,PAR~?. 
021~ 775 FOQM/\T(/117X,4H~O =,El8.8,117X,4H/\l =,El8.8,/17X 9 4HA2 = 9 El3.B) 0?16 (t.IDTTF" (~,.780) 
0?17 78C rnRM/\TC/124X,I41~FRROP ANALYSIS,I/16X,4HPEAK,3X,14HVAR. POSITION, 
-------------+.-4>' 1 1 rJ~\J 6 R IIH, F 1.Jl PH4 1 7X' l£HIIA 0 Hli? IG~T 1 OX 9 l "W' ~R 6 R ~ 11 1 7X 1 15HI1 ~ ~R •. RASf-t~IN[) ' H. 0 v • M 4 VH 
("l ? 1 ~ 1:' n 7 R 1 I T = 1 , (, 3 
0?1o nn 7R1 JJ=l,Al 
----~o~v~? ..... ?'-L.,Q.__ _____ --+-n; ,.. o- A .A f I r •. J.J 1 
0??1 fiAfii,J.Jl=hCII,JJ) 
C??.? 7Pl !I.(TI,JJ)=TfMP 
0~~3 8C'C CM.L DPJNVSCLl,Q,YSIG) 
----~0~~~2~~~-----------+I~~~(+l~~~~~G~.~N~G,.~(~)~Q~'~.THI~JR~~~~-----------------------------------------------022S nn 7~? IJ=l,A1 
O??A 80 782 JJ=l,~3 
02?7 TI=MD =1\ACII,.JJ) 
----~0~2~2~R~-------------AA~~~C+I+J~,~j~J~)~-~~H(41~TH,~J~Jr)~-------------------------------------------------------------02?Q 7A2 fl(li 9 JJ)=TEr-AP 0230 VR 0 P.C=O*OSCRT(/\(Ll-2,Ll-?)) 
O?'H VRPP l=fl*OSORT { !1. (ll-1., Ll-U) 
___ _..,0-e2-'l3~?'---------¥-V R P P ,? - J) * P S 0 B T ( A ( I_ 1 , l1 ) ) 
02~1 ~~ 825 l=l,~L 
0 ? 3 4 V fl P h ! T ) = D * D S () R T ( A ( 1 * I - ~ , 1* I - ? ) ) 
0?~? COVh = AC1*I-2,1*T-?)/(~(1*I-7)*8{3*I-2J) 
----~0~?.~3~6--------------~GPVF - 4C1*1 14£+~~~.~~~~~---------------------------------------------
02j7 CnV/\F = AC3*I-?,3*Ill(~(3*l-?.)*R(~*Ill 
0?18 VARH = (CnVA+COVE-?.C.*COVAEl*Hl(Jl*Hl(I) 
C?3C1 VllPSfTl=D*Sl( I)*S0RT(V"RH)I(?.C*F"1*H(l)J 
0 ? 4 I) r. Cl'tn - A ( ~ * I - l: , 1 * [ - 1 l I ( R ( 1 * I -1 ) * ~ ( 23 ~' l 
0241 rOVXH=4.0~<H( I l*l-i(T I*AC3*I-~,1*I-21-P.L*H( I I*I\{1*I-2,1*I I 
0?. 4? C: n V X H = ( C n V X H + 4. lJ* 1\ (3 * I , 3 >:q ) ) I ( ? • (' >:c H ( I ) * R ( 3 * I -? I -2 • 0 * B ( 3 * I J I * *?. 
0 2 4 3 r r: '' v X H= C ? • 8 * H { I l * t\ ( 3 * I- ? ,3 * I -1 ) - 2 , (• ~~ t\ ( 3 * I -1 , 3 * I J I 
--------"11~+-. ,L-? <+-4 '<+-' -----------~:>-C ll...\pl..~~-4-1?>-h-~-)-* ( ? • C * n ( 3 * J ~-RHH-I-!I-!l'--"'-...,;:>,_,.H:c+-'· :tr.yR~( 1~*""'+1 +-l +l +l ------------------
0?45 Vf>.R P ( T) =0/E '-1* SQ RT ( C:QV[)+C:OVXH-?. 0*COVYXH) ':<nARS ( P 1 (I)) 
0 2 4 6 V to. F r; C I l = ( A f'l S C V 1\. Q. S ( 1 ) I S 1 C I ) ) + .A. R S ( V 1\ R A ( I I I R ( I ) ) l *A AS ( G ( I I l 
0?47 VARR(J)=VRPRf+VRPql+VRPR? 
___ ... .,._.~-------~RITE" ( ?., R1C l t ,VAP. 0 ( I) ,Vtt.RS (I) ,yr\~A( I) ,VARG( I) ,VARR( I) 
024Q 8?0 FOPM/\T(l~X, I4,Fl4.3,Fl7.3,5X,3E20.81 
r.zt;O A?"i C.nt'HINIJf: 
O?Sl WRTTF (,,R3C) VRPRO,VRPR1,VRPR2 
---iJC'l-t,?~fi...-t?.-----'R~1~C::'-_. --tF.:nRM AT ( //17 X, QHVAR. AO .., , El8. 8, /17X, <JHVA~. Al , E 1 ~. q, I 17X, QHVAR. 
l 11? =9 FlR.R) 02'31 Q(tl TF P~n(ll) 902,g50,910 
0?')4 or;? JF( 1•W(:>l.F:.J.l) ~(l TO 9J.l -----0~~~5~S--------~9~e~3---+I~F+f~~~~r1~(~3HI~.~f~Ah.~J~I~G~8~~Tq0-49+1~2-------------------------------------------------------
0?"6 O:Jt:; PF.TliPN 
0 ? 5 7 q 1 C D 0 q 7 C' J = "ll , ~I 
025~ NP1=10C.*Y(J)/Y2M + 6. 
-----a~?.~~g+-------------~~IP? e 1~~~~~~~~~------------------------------------------------------
0260 on q?l K=l,ll5 
0?~1 PLrT(Kl=8L8N~ 
o? 6? I r: ( J r, ( J l • "! [ • c l r,n To g 21 
----~t~i~?.~6~l--------------+JFF+f~I<~.~F~0~.~~~~P~?.~I~P~L~A~T~(H!~(~)•~P~~~------------------------------------------------------
0?64 TF(K.[Q.NPl) PL~T(Kl=STAR 
C265 q?l CIJ~!TTNtlr= 
0266 92( !.!RITE ('3,q22) J,(DLOT(K),K=l,ll5) 
----OH-. '>'-? f:t-r, +7 --------'-+q~z-7~-?---+-F fl ~ M '\ T ( 1 H , I .,1 , lH • , 11 5 ~ 1 ) 
02Aq Gn r~ qoz 
02~9 qll N~rM=~0.*SF.M/P.M 
0210 no q~0 J=NI ,~ 
----C~· 7L2 7++1---------.p.;.~; P l • c l , "G , '"'R 1 ( J ) tn M 
0272 nn o~1 K=l,l15 
C273 Pl~T(K)=RLANK 
0?.74 TFIK.F0.(51-NSFM)) PLOT(Kl=PO 
-----0~2+7~5--------------+1F~(K~.~F~0 •• 4~~1~l~P4L~0~~~~.~~--------------------------------------------------------
0'?7S JF(K.fn.(SlHISEMl) PLOT(K)=PD 
0 ?. 7 7 J F ( T r, ( J ) • N F • C l r,o H1 q 3 1 
077q IF(K.EQ.NPl) PLOT(Kl=STAR 
----~o~~~1~q~------~q~. ~3~1--~E.~T+HH~-----------------------------------------------------------------------
02Ps '1~C' WPTTF (~,9?2! J,(Pl0T(K),K=ldl5) 
ozql c;n Tn 9G3 
02q? 912 WPITr (3,040) 
-------+"C..:;2cqq,_::.;~'l:--------'QQ..4r.-(f-. ---+-r P P' A T (l X , 4 r H D 1\T A; l F S S PAR >"1 B P L A ( F I R. S T l I N E I AN 0 F H ) 
G?A4 Nf"t\=Wl~Tfo/1C' 
0 2 i3 5 D 0 q l~ 1 J = 1 , "J n ~ T A 
021i6 Rl(J)=Rl(.J)/SEM 
' . -0?A~ 941 Y::'(Jl=Y2(,J)/Y?M 
O?A9 on 942 J=l,NOA 






0206 \..JPJTF (3 7 91~4) ( JG(K),Y(K),K=1,1Cl 
U?9? r'PITf C3,045l CIG('<:),Y2(K),K=1,10) 
G79R 94? WRITE (~,946) ( IG(K),R1(K),K=l,10l 
----~0.-?2....::q~qr---------9-9 it-4 44--+F A P " A T ( 111 G , 1 0 ( l4 , 1 H , F 6 .. 
0300 945 FORMt.T ( 1H , 10( 14, 1H*,F6. 3)) 
0301 94A FnRMt\T ( 1H , 10( 14, lHR ,F6. 3)) 
030? RfHIRN · · 
G3C3 950 TF (NPLOT.GT.0) GO TO 951 
0 10 4 r. t\L L PEN P 0 S ( 'CAN N E R:_jJ • P ~-· ' ,1 1 , 1 ) 
C ""3 0 5 . 9 '5 1 C f. L l tl! F W P l T ( 1 C. • C , ? • U , l 0 • S ) 
-----t0~3~0~~r---------------9~-~~&A~4----------------------------------------------------------------------
03C7 \ALL nRTGII'l (0J\T~i0.0) 
0 3 0 R C A I. L Y S CA L E ( C • J , • 2 0 , 6 • 0 ) 






o~I~ CALL NFWPLT (XOIN,B.O,l0.5) 
03ln (1\LL nQIGIN (0.0,1.?) 
0317 C~l L XSC:ALE (XMIN,X"1AX,A.O) 
0~1 ~ c 
0310 C.'-1 L VSCI\l F (0:0,1.?.0,6.0) 
G 3 ~ ') I F ( "'VEL • r: 0 • 1 ) GO T n Q '57 




c 12 6 ~· - . 
0~?7 N~=N4-N3+1 
0~29 K=C 
c '3 2 '~ n r1 's '5 2 J = 1 , N "' 
-----~o~3~1~o~-------------+l~~~-------------------------------------------------------------------------c3~1 r=N~+I-1 
c·:n? XO( IT )=lr:-)(7f:Rfl)*VEL 
0 ~ ~ '3 vn ( I T ) :1.0 5-R liM I ( ( 1. 0 + ( (C-POS) I 1=\E T A) **2) *YZ M) 
---+.~0-4'1'""''i-'l4---------+l f: ( ( X "4 J ~~-X D ( I T) ) • ST. 0 ) K - "< + 1 
0?3'5 IF ( ( X"~AX-Xn( I I)) .LT. 0) GO TO 953 
03~A Q')? cnf\!TlNlJE' 
0137 N~=N~-K 
----~G~3~J~A~-------------4Gq_ro-~~-------------------------------------------------------------------------03lo q5~ N?=T-K-1 () ~ 4 i"' q"" t. r. "· L t )(Yo L T ( X I) , vn , N 2 , 1 , -1 ) 
C• ~ 4 i 9 '1 6 C fl ~ T T N II f 
0142 957 j- u 
f'343 J=VMTN 
(1 3 4 4 aS f. J F ( ( J- T ) • l T • C. ) G rJ T 0 9 n C 
034'1 Y=T 
----~0~3~4~6~-------------*XIN-XSTOtN(X)-Q.~~--~---------------------------------------------------
0347 (1\LL NUM (XIN,-0.20,0.105,X,O.(',-l) 
034g I=I+l 
034q r~ rn o~R 
C''950 Q~G cmnrrJIJF · 
C3~1 XTJ~=5.U-XOTN 
g~~~ q6.1 [~LL SYMD(XTTN,0.lr,r.t4,•VFLOCITY CMM/SECl ., 0 • 0 , 17 , CALL NFWd.T (2.0,?.0,10.5) ---?gc..,;~~~~-.<.~..__---------t..:C: 6.1. L 0 P~J-C..t ~ t l • ·J , 0 • 0 ) 
03- 5)6. [~LL YSfALE CG.O,l.20,6.0) 03 ~ 7 CALL YAXJS (0.1) 1 f'IO 062 L=l,ll 
8i~~ VC-(L-1)nO.f>-O.J7 
Yn~I-C .('+( l.-1) *0 .1 00.~_- 6nr1.: 062 Chl_t Nll'.., C-0.50,YC,O.l05,YON,O.O,l) ."J rn~ITINUE 
-----t:J00~33~~~~!---------CC:A Ll. SY'4 ( Cl • 7, 2. 0, 0.14, 'I NTf N S I TY • , QO 0, 9) ~, no 055 I=1,NOAT~ • 
03n4 YA(I)=l.05-Y2CI )/Y?M 
0 ~ h '1 Y R C T ) = 1 • C S- Y ( I ) /Y ~ fo.1 
---AO~Jrf-(:+6.------00-"T'i.c;-5-+f F fiG fi) .••IF. (1 l Yll (! l •VA f U 
C:-:367 9h' CJ\1 L TSf.ALE C l.O,f1ATA,8.C) 
016q CftLL TAXJS (10.0) ('V,'1 C:M.L TPI.T (Y/~,1\JfHT~,l,-l) 
----rC''-1'n7f-'-~-t-J --------f~--'-1\-t L. T P L T ( V R , ~ OAT A , 2 t3 ) 
0171 nATON=nATA/?C.O 
0'37? r'tl Of-8 L=l,?.J 
0 ~ 7 1 T f1 = ( l - l ) * 0 • 4- C • 14 
017S Jr: (MQ(4)+TnX.LE.O) GO TO o67 
0~7~ T8~=40C.C-TON 
n ?- 7 1 q 6 1 r o ~n r N u r: 
----~~~--------------~~~d~.tl~N~U~A4~(~TRR~,--~Q,,~l~Rh,~Oherl~q~~T,+TBO~bJh,~GhartO~,r-~lr-------------------------------------------~ 
r.119 c.;fl rn~·Hir--HJE 
C'J.8•.1 0~9 t/IL.L SVM (2.75,-0.4,0.14, 1 CHANNEL-NtJ~BF.R• ,0.0,14) 
0 3 n 1 o 7 C r fl ~J T I ~~ t fl= 
---+r~::...;,.t..--------+-A '· l S Y ~~ ( 1 , ( , b ,3 , 0, t 4 , P l At R l , 0 • G , '1 ~ ) f~Rl r~LL E~DPLT 
b3q4 NPLOT=NDLOT+J 
0~~~ ~1 T~ 002 
O~HA 9PJ n, 
G3~7 981 Y( J )::Y( I )*FM 
C·lQ~ \4PITF (3,9q2)((J,Y(J)),I=Nl,N) (' ~ 8 '1 q 8 ? r: 0 P ,, A T ( 1 C ( 1 X , I 3 , 1 X , F 8 • 0 ) ) 
----~.~~-~~-------------~ O~ql FNn 
APPENDIX II. 
'LO'RLSF COMPUTER PROGRAM 
This program obtained from Dr. R. 0. Bell 1 ~ 8 was used 
at Boston University by Dr. Gilbert Hoy's group. This 
program was adapted to fit two peaks having equal heights 
and widths, in cases where resolution of the two peaks was 
impossible using the PARLORS program. The data is fitted 
to the following equation: 
1'+5 
. T 




1 + a~ (x-a6 +a'+.) 
2 
where: a1 ,a2 are parameters for the background parabola, 
a 3 is twice the height of the individual peak, 
a 4 is·half the splitting of the two peaks, 
a 5 is the inverse full width at half maxim~ 
a 6 is the center of gravity of the two peaks. 
The method used in this program is to make a Taylor series 
expansion of yin term of a 1 , .a2 , .a3 , a'+' a 5 , a 6 , and then 
to make a least squares fit. Terms of higher order are not 
included in the expansion. The rms error is then calculated 
and a delta error is found for each parameter which is used 
to make ·a new guess for each parameter for the next 
iteration. The program goes through a fixed number of 
iterations since convergence is slow and depends strongly 
on initial guesses. 
The input has been made to conform with· the PARLORS 
format as much as possible. The required cards are: 
I. NSETS is number of data sets to be analyzed. (2T3) 
IDX = D, Analyzes 400 data points, 
= 1, Analyzes first 200 data points and then the 
second 200 data points separately as two data 
fits. Second data set starts with card #5. 
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II. These cards appear ln each data set, except for second 
half if IDX = 1, when only cards 5 to 11 are needed. 
1. MAX is Channel number of last data point, · '(3T4) 
MIN is Channel number of first data point, 
MPLOT = 0, Data is plotted on printer, 
= 1, Data is plotted on plotter. 
2. OV is number of overflows of 106 memory to be· (F4·.·o) 
added to the data. 
3. ALABL(I), I=l-18, Labels data, First 48 characters 
label plots 
4. ALABL(I), I=l9-36, Last 72 characters label 
each 
5. ALABL(I), I=37-54, half of the spectrum separately. 
'(T8A4). 
6. F0 is background correction parameter (4Tl0 .'4) 
P0 is position of beryllium correction peak 
H0 is the half width of Be correction peak, 
R0 is the relative height of the Be correction 
7. RW(J), J=l-8, Data cards, 25 cards for IDX=l, 
50 cards for IDX=O 
( 8(4X ,"F6 .. 0) ) 
8. XZERO is channel having zero velocity· '('2Fl·o·.s·, T2) 
VEL is velocity per channel in mm/sec, 
NVEL = 0, No velocity scale on plot, 
= 1, Velocity scale on plot, 
= 2, Velocity scale on plot and plots the two 
peaks separately. 
9. A(l) is baseline normalized to about 1. 03 ·t2F8 . .'6) 
A(2) is the parabolic contribution parameter, about 
zero, 
10. A(3) is twice the height of the single peak 
AC4) is half of the peak splitti~g· 
11. A(S) is the full width at half maximum 
A(6) is the center between the two peaks. 
The program consists of three parts, the main least 
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square analyais part, and two subroutines, DRAW which plots 
the data, and MATINV, which inverts the least squares 
matrix. The same program can be modified to fit any number 
of peaks having the same linewidth, or to fit other 
specified constraint equations by altering the Taylor 
Series coefficients. 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, t-.100 2 MAIN DATE = 69112 20/26/38 
C LORLSF PROGRAM F'JR "1lll.TICHANNEL SCALING FOR A TRIANGLE DRIVE 
c THIS PRDGBt\M MAKES A !FAST SOIIABE ETI TO !O!{ENIIZIAN i:1;JSSf3.'\I!F8 DATA 
C A~D PLOTES THE RESULTS 
C IN THE FIRST PART OF THf PROGRAM THE FOLLOWING SY~GOLS ARE USED 
C XHO, CHANNEL NUMf1t:R IN FLOTTING PfiiNT FORM 
C Y!Nl, RAW MOSSB.\IlER DATA 
C A(L), VALUE OF P~RAMETERS 
C FTA(N,L), Df.TERMI\lED BY VALUfS OF X(N) t\ND A(Ll 
C SM!L,M), MATRIX F1R"1ED BY SUMMING ETA*fTA OVER N 
C SZ(t\1), DEVIATION rlE Y(Nl ERnM CDMP!JTED YAI!!ES 
C lH(LI, St.F, OVER N llF SZ*ETA 
C DLTA(L) CORRECTION TO A(L) TO IMPROVE THE FIT 
0001 cn~MON Y2(410),Y(410),A(20),ALABL(54l,NPLOT,NVEL, 
----~~~------------l~X~Z~E~~R~D~,V~E~L~,lO~.~'~N~D~A~T~A~,~y~z~M~------·------------------------------------------------0002 .DJ~ENSION X(410I,SZ<410), 
1 U Z ( 2 0 ) , Dl T A ( 2 0 ) , S '-1 ( 2 J , 2 0 ) , 13 ( 7 ) , C ( 7) , ETA ( 4 1 0, 7 ) , R W ( 1 C' ) 
OC03 F.QUIVALbNCE CUZ,DLTA), (SUM,AHAT,XLP), (Xt-1IN,RMSEX,ELL), 
PCC4 DATA PLUS/lH+/,STAR/lH*I,BLANK/lH I 
C THE FIPST PART OF THE PROGRAM READS AND NORMALIZES THR DATA 
0005 ~PLOT=O 
0006 READ C1.9l NSETS,IOX 
0007 9 FORMAT (213) 
0008 DO 210 KP=l,NSETS 
0009 K=?Cl 
COlO IF f IDX.I T.C) GO TO 87 
0011 K-0 0012 REAO(l,l00) MAX,MI~,MPLOT 
0013 1GC FORMAT!3I4l 
---------------~--~~ ~·X"--~I S~_lilE._H I GH E S T C HA ~ N E I II S E 0 
MIN JS THE LOWEST CHA~NEL USED 
ARAC JS THERATIO OF ACTUAL TO cXPECTfD RMS ~RROR 
0014 ~DAT=2~ 
0015 IE f IDX.NE.\.1 GO TO 50 
0016 NDAT = 2*NDAT 
0017 5G CONTINUC 
0018 NOATA = A*NOAT 
----~i~JC~J1~9~-----~~--~R~~~h~D~~f~1~,6~0~~-------------------------------------------------------------002G 6C FORMAT (F4.C) 
0021 IEXP=o.u 
0 G 2? 9 3 C REA 0 ( 1 , q 11 ) (A LA 8 L( I ) , I = 1 , 3 6) 
f.023 931 FORMAT ( 1RA4l 
0024 87 RFJ\0 (1,931) (ALABL(I),I-=37,54) 
0025 89 WRITE (3,90) 
0026 qo FORMAT(lHl) 
----~0027 935 WRIIE (3,911 (ALABL(!),I=l,54) 
66~~-- 91 FOPMAT (lH ,18A4) 
0029 FO=o.o 
0030 RCAD (1,54) FO,PO,HU,RO 
a a 3 1 54 E Cl R ~H I ( 4 E 1 0 • 6 ) 
00'2 DO 93? JK=l,NOATA 0033 932 Y(JK)=O.C 
0034 DO 933 JK=l,NDAT 
---~;:g~g~~~~~'----~9t...,:3!~],...c:8~.-~Ru.:.E AJLJ 1 ' 9 3 4 ) ( R w (,I) "' = 1 I 8 , 
0037 
9328 JKK=8*{JK 11 . 
9338 DO 933 I=l,A 
0038 lK= 1.1\BS( K-JKK-1 l 
88~3 933 y6k~!=RW~fl, 
0047 TOTAL=C.O 




0052 102 TOTAL=TOTAL+Y(N). 
0053 XNUM=NUM 
88~5 fOfAL=fgT~l/XNU~ ll AL= CTfiL+OV*(lD.**IEXPI 
0056 RMSEX=(l/SQKT(TOTALll*0.6745 
0057 00104 N=1,NUM 
____ *0*075~3------------~Y~(~NHl~=+.Y~(N)+OV*(lO,**IF.XP) 0059 Y{~)=Y(NJ/TOTAL 
0060 104 Y(N)=(Y(N)-F0)/(1,-FO) 
C Y = NO~~ALI7EO COUNTS, AACKGROUND CORRECTED 
ogo~ ~~X=-tnx 
C070 WPJTE ( ' 341 fSO,f ,RO 
0071 34 FORMAT(4X,15HPf/\K POSITION =,Fl0,6,3X,llHHAU-WIDTH =rfl0.6t 
l3X,8HHEIGHT =,Fl0.6) 
0 0 7..!..,2 ____ _;9_,_9_ CON T I N U E 
-------------·--- ----
----REAf5rr;-100C) xz-ERO, VEL ,NVEL 
lOOC FOPMAT(2F10.6,I2l 
CLP IS THE TflTAL NUMBER UF PARAMETERS TOBE DETERf-1INEO 
00 6 
0077 




ITEP=O C THE N[XT PART OF THE P~OGRAM IS TO COMPUTE ETA(N,Ll 
w R I T E ( 3 , 1 o 5 l M A X, r~ I N , N U M , T 0 T A l , R M S E X 
105 FnR~AT(10X,~IlC,FZu.O,FZ0.6l 
REAr> ( 1,106) (A ( L), L=l, LP) 
106 FOP~AT (2F8.6) 
88~~ ~n* Of3 N= l iNliM T (N,lJ= .L1 
0084 108 ETA(N,Zl=IXINI-100.5)**2 
0085 107 DO 111 N=1,NUM 0086 C(l )-X(Nl-t\(6)+:'\(41 --~0~0~8~7------~C~(/T=X(N)-A( -
00~8 109 R(ll=l./(l.+(A(5)*C(l))**2l 
0089 R(2l=1.1(1.+(A( 5l*C(?.) )**2) 
0 C 9Jj E I /d N , 3 l = I 9 ( I I + !) ( 2 l l I 2 
OOCJ 1 ETA ( N, 4 l = ( C ( 1 ) *A( 1 l *A ( 1) -C ( 2) *B ( 2) *H ( 2) ) /2 
0 C 9 2 ETA ( N , 5 ) = ( ( B ( ll *C ( 11 ) * * 2 + '(l:l( 2 ) * C ( 2 ) ) * * 2 ) 12 
0093 110 fTA(N,6l=(R(1l*~(1l*C!1l+R(2l*R(2)*C(2))/2 
----'!!C~0~9--:!4 ______ ---'-E-JT~AJlJ_~_3J =-=-Eif\ N 1 0095 ETA(N,4)=A( 3~)*b.2~.*~A~(~5~l~*uE~T~A~(~N','4')-------------------------
0096 fT A ( N, 5) = +2. * 1\ ( 5) *A ( 3 l *F. T A ( N, 5) 
0097 fTA(N,t.)=-2.*A{~l*A(5)*A(5)*ETA(N,6) 
C09R SZfNI=AllltA(21*ETA<Ne2ltAf31*ETA(N,3l 
00q9 111 SlfNl-YINl-SZ(Nl 
C COMPUTATION OF Sl{Nl 
C COMPUTAT£0N OF MATRIX 
----~o~]~o~o ____________ _vDDL~4-~L 0101 00 114 ~=1,~L~--------------------------------------------------------------
0102 SM(L,M)=O.O 
0101 DO 113 N=1,NUM 
0104 113 SMfl ,Ml-SM{l,Ml+<ETAfNel li*<ETA(N.Mll 
0105 114 SM(M,Ll=SM(L,M) 
0106 00 R N=1,10 
0107 NTEST=ITfR-2*N 
----~O~I~c~·s~------=-----~I~~~~~~y_-----------------------------------------------------------8116 ~ ~~~~~r<rt~t, 





0115 135 FORMAT (//15X,21HfXPECTED RMS ERROR - ,F9.6/) 
----~~~------~C~C~O~M~P~I~II~A~T~J[~JN .. ~~~~~~------------------------------------------------------------0116 00 116 L=l,LP 
0117 U7(Ll=O.O 
OllB DO 11A N=1,NtJM 
0119 116 117(1 l=lJZ{LI+(SZfNll*fEIAfN,! )) 
C CO~PUTATION OF RMS ERROR . 
0120 ITER=ITFRt1 
0121 SUM=O.O 
0 12 2 0 0 Ll9.~£.l.J_NJ1M ----~0~1~2~3~--------~1~1~9~S~UL.M=SUM+(Sl(Nl**2~}------------------------------------------------------------
0l24 R~SME=SQRT(SUM/XNUMl 
0125 WRTIE(3,120)RMS~E 
0126 12C EORMt\I (15X. 21H ACTliAI RMS ERROQ, :: ,f9.6/l 
0127 ARAT=RMS~E/RMSEX 
0128 WRITE(3,117lARAT 
0129 117 FORMAT (15X, 45H THE RATIO OF ACTUAL TO EXPECTED RMS ERROR = 
--------------~-:-:::-::~::-::---t-:-L9_. 4/ l C AT THIS POINT THE SUBROUTIN FOR INVERTING 1\ r-1ATRIX SHOULD !3f CALLED 
0130 CALL ~ATINV (SM,LP,UZ,l) 
Cl31 DO 121 L:l,LP 
0132 121 WRIIEl3,122)f,Q!TA(Il.!,All) 
01~3 122 FORMAT(5X,5HOLTA( , 12, 5H l = ,E10.3,25X,3H A(, 12,4H ) - ,Fl0.4) 
0134 WRJTf(3,160) 
0135 16C FORMAT(/) 















123 WRI!Ef3 l24)L A(L),RMSDE 124 FORMA l5Xl9HtHE f\lF.W VAlUE OF A(,12,5R) ts, F10.7t,l~.JX,5H R:MS 
1 El0.3 J 
WRITE(3,125llTER 
125 FnR~AT (//SX,22HTHIS JS THE END OF THE,I2r1X,l0HITEPATION.) 
IF ( 1 T C R- 10 ) 10 7,12 6 ,12 6 
126 CONTINllE 
\~RITE ( 3, 1 3 4) 
~14 FORMA~~lH~, ~0X~ ~8H EAbij~LATED CURVE //) 
2 4X,16RNORMALIZ~D LSF T , SX, IIR DIFFERENCt 7/J 
TOTAL=C.:) 
0151 on 128 N=1,NU~ 
8t~~ $1W=A(~~+A(2~*F.HdN,2) F.TA(N, =Y(N /SUM 
0154 ~TA(N,4l=O.O 
0155 Cfll=X(Nl-A(6l+A(4) 
0156 C(2l=X(N)-A(6)-A(4) ---o~1 Ys'47---------;B«-(l-".l J = l-:-Tri;+TA,.c75:._.J-,r*:-.;.c~c,.....t,--,>r"'lr:*=*.,..2 .... ~ ....-, -------------------------
0 15 8 B ( ?) = 1. I ( 1 • + ( A ( 5) *C ( 2 ) ) ** 2) 
0159 127 F.TA(N,4l=(R(l)+B(2))/2 
0160 ET~(N,tJ-S¥M-AfJl*~TA(N,4) 
o 69 WRITE(3.1331 A( 51 












1 ,f7.2, 1CH CHANNELS /) 
WRITE(3fl7?)TOTAL 
1 7 2 f' 0 R t-.1 i\ T C) X , 3 C H T H E S 0 M 0 F T H E D E V I A TI 0 N S I S , F 8 • 5 I 
PARR=A(1)+A(2)*((~(6)-100.5)*(A(6l-lu0.5)+A(4l*A(4)) 
ARFA=3.14159*A(~)*A(3l/2*PARB 
WRITE ~1.175) AQEA 
175 FORMAT 7lOX,lOHTOIAL AREA,Fl0.5) 
A(4)=A(4)*2• 
WRITE (3,1811 A(3) 
WRJTE (3,180) A(4l WR TE (3,1A2l A(6l 
180 FOR~AT (lH0,10X,15HPEAK SEPARATION,F9.4) 
181 FORMAT (1HC,lOX,15HREL~TIVE HEIGHT,~9.6) 
182 FnRMAf (tH~~lQX,13HPEAK PQSITln~,F9.4) 
Xf"il =1.0 






























Y ( ~~ l = ETA ( N , 2 I 
Y2fNI·=FTA{N,J) 
DO 20 1 L-1,?. 








NFXT STEP PRINTS THE SCALF. 
W R I IE ( 3, 20 3 I ( A ( Ll , l = 1 , 10 I 
FOR~AT (8H CHANNEL 1 4X, 10!F5.1, 5X) , 7HCHANNEL PlOT IS SCALED AETWEEN 0 AND 95 
DO 205 N=1,NUM 
EIAlNdl = (l.Q-ETi(N.l))*~MlJL 
fTA!N,2l - (1.0-ET (N,2ll* MUL 
IFlETAlN,2l+4.0l 204, 204, 205 
204 ETA(N,2l=-4.C 
205 CDt 1TINlJF 
On 15 L=1,NUM 




0214 GO TO (13, 121, JX 
----~0~2~l~5~----------~1~2~E~TA~(~Nl~~t:~~L----------------------------------------------------------------0216 GO TO 14 
0217 13 ETA(N1,3l=STAR 
0219 14 CQNTINUE 
15 
16 C THE 
WRITH:1,16)NPI, (ffA(N,3l ,N=1,10ll ,NPI 
FORMAT (IB,2X,50Al, '>1A1, 15) 
NFXT STEP PRINTS THE SCALE AGAIN 
--~0~2~2~2::---------W~R~I I..E.L1J2.0 3 l ( A ( Ll , L :~ 1 , 1 U I 0223 GO TO 210 
0224 300 CALL DRAW 
0225 210 CONTINUE 
0226 212 IEINPIDT.lf.Ol GO TO 215 
0227 CALL LSTPLT 










CCWMON Y2f4H.·I,y(41Cl.A(2)t.ALABI (5td,NPI OT.NVEI, 
1XZERO,VFL,IOX,NOATA,Y2~ 
0001 DIMENSION YA(41J),YR(41J),XD(410),YD(410) 
0004 950 IF (NPLOT.GT.c• GO TO 951 
2U/26/3R 
----~o~c~,(~)5L_ ________ ~~~C-~A~L~L-LP~E~N~P~Q£_L~CAN.~N~E~R~·~J~·~p~·~'~·~l~l~·~l~)---------------------------------------------0006 951 CALL ~EW 0 LT Cl0.0,2.0,lJ.5) 
0007 OATA=NDAT/\ 
OOOR CALL ORIGIN (OATA,Q,Q) 
0 a:~ 9 c A 1 1 Y s c h 1 f c ;· • ·1, 1 • 2 o. 6. a I 
0010 CALL YAXIS (0,1) 




0016 CALL NFWPLT (XOIN,B.O,tO.~) 
0017 CAll ORIGIN (Q,J,l.?) 
OOlB CALL XSCALE (XMIN,XMAX,8.0) 
0019 CALL XAXIS (0.5) 
0020 CALL YSCALE (C.0,1.20,6,0) 
----~0~0~2::.-;1~------------~1 E___1_N_\f£L__ffi_,_l ) GO I 0 9 57 








0031 on 952 I=l,NS 
0012 II=I-~ 
-:::' + -
XD( I I )=(C-XZERO )*VEL 
YO ( I I ) = 1. 05-R AM I ( ( 1. 0+ ( ( C-Pn S) I BET A I **2) * ( 1. 0-Y 2M) ) 
IF ((XMIN-XO([l)).GT.Cl K=K+l 
. ----~£ ___ (__( XM A X- X 0 ( I I U • LI .. 0 ),-----'-G'--'-0-'--------'T-'-0'--------'9:___,;5~3,__-___________________________________ _ 
004n 958 IF ((J-I).LT.OI GO TO 960 
0047 X=I 
0048 XPl=XSTOIN(XI-C.l4 
0049 CAll NlJM CXIN,-O.ZO,O.lC5,X,Q,Q,.-ll 
0050 . 1=[+1 
0051 GO TO 958 
0052 960 CONTINUE 
---~~~1 g:!-~~~~:~--------fkc~~-YWxt~·N, O.l1J ,o .14, 1 VELOCITY ( MM/St:C l 1 , 0. 0,17) 
0055 961 CAI.L NEWPLT (?.0,2.0,10.5) 
b158 ci\LL YAXJS rc.t I 
0059 DO 962 L=l,l3 
0060 YC=(L-1)*0,5-C.C7 
0061 YGN=G.(+(L-1)*0,1 
0062 CALL NOM (-0.50,YC,o.Io5,YON,C.o,IJ 
0061 962 CONTJ~HJE 
0064 CALL SYM (-C.7,Z,O,O.l4, 1 INTENSITY 1 ,90.0,9) 
CQ6'> DO 255 I=l NQI\It.\ 
0066 YA(fl=(Y?.cl )-YZM)/(l-Y2M)+O.u5 
0067 955 Yf?(II=(Y(II-Y2,"1)/(l-Y2MI+0.05 
0068 965 CALL TSCALE (!.O,DATA,8.0) 
0069 CALL T~XIS (10.0) 0070 CALL TPLT (VrA~,N~DA~T~A~,r~,-~l~J~----------------------------------------
0071 CAll TPLT (Y~,~JOATJ\,2,3) 
0072 OATO~=OATA/20.0 
Q8~~ DO 968 L=l,21 
L 4 T 0- I L -1) *J. 4- o. 14 
0075 TON=(L-ll*OATON 
0076 IF ( InX.LE.OI GO TO 967 
___ -:0;,;-;0;<-.7.:,.,7,_ ___ __,....,___.--;.T.--;;.Cl ~J = 4 (, C • 0- TON 
oo7A 967 cnr-..~ 
007<> CALL NlJM (TO,-O,U~,O.l05,TON,O.O,-U 
0080 9f>8 COI\JTINIJE 
8QA~ 969 CAL~ ~YM (2,75,-Q,4,Q,l4r'CHANNEL-NUMBER 1 ,Q.O,l41 
u8 970 CON I OE 
OOR3 CALL SYM (1.C,6.3,0.14,ALABL,0.0,481 
















































00 550 = 1, N 





INDtX( IC0LUM,3) =INDEX( ICOLOM,3J+l 
INDEX ( I , 1 l =I ROW 
INDEX( I,2l=ICOLUM 
0029 IF(M) 31 ,310,210 
0030 210 DO 25C L=l,M 
0031 ~20 SWAP=B(IROW,L) 
0032 ?3C R(IROWjl)=R(lCOLUM,L) 






DIVIOE PIVOT ROW r\Y PIVOT ELEMENT c 
c 0034 31G PIVDT=A( ICfl[Q,'-1, ICOllJM) 
0035 DETE~=OFTER*PIVOT 
0036 330 A( ICOLUM,ICOLliM)::l.O 
0037 349 on 350 L=ltN -----*o~o~3~8----------~3~5*r-+-A~(ICOLUM,l1=A(ICOLUM,LJ/PIVOT 
0039 355 IF U•1) 380,380,~~60 
0040 36C 00 370 L=l,M 
0041 ~70 B( ICOLUM,li=B( ICOUJM,li/PIVOT 
c C REDUCE NON PIVOTS ROWS' 
c 
0042 380 DO 5'30 Ll=l N· ----~a~o+4~3----------~3*q*c~t~F~<L~lcocoMT--4~a~o-,=s=s~o-,~4~o~o------------~------------------~--------------------
oo44 400 T=A(Ll,ICDLUM) 
c 
45C' All.l,U=A(Ll,Ll-A( ICOLUM,U*T 
455 IF (~11 550,550,460 
4hC DO 5C0 L=l,M 
500 BCil.Ll=B(Ll•ll-BfiCOUJM,U*T 
550 CONTINUE 
C INTfPCHANGE COLUMNS 
00'52 60C DO 710 I=l,N 
0053 610 L=N+l-l 
0 0 54 6 2 G I F ( I N 0 EX C L , 1 ) -I ND E X C L , 2 I ) 6 3 0 , 7 1 0 , 6 3 0 
----~g~g~~~~----------~6z.g ~~B~uA~~~~~~!~--------------------------------------------------------------
0057 650 DU 705 K=ltN 
005~ 66C SWAP=ACK,JROWI 
0059 6IQ ACK,JRQWl=,C~,Jso! UMI 
OG60 70l. A(K,JCOLUM = WA 
0061 705 CONTINUE 
0062 710 CONTINU~ 




ABSORBER THICKNESS CALCULATION AND MEASUREMENT 
The absorber thickness was optimized to give the maximum 
signal to noise ratio. The calculation was due to Banks, 139 
with the result for solid solutions with BiFea3 : 
l..llCl+I: 11·C· 
. J J J 
) 
where 1n.r J.s the total mass of the sample · ( gm/ cm2 ) , 
c 1 is the concentration of BiFe0 3 ,_ 
c. is the concentration of the jth component, 
J 
(A-III-1) 
11·1 is the absorption coefficient for BiFeO 3 (cm
2 I gm), 
. th b . ff . . f . t h t 11· J.S e·a sorpt1on coe J.CJ.ent or J componen, 
J 
11 4 is the resonance absorption coefficient for BiFe0 3 , 
k4 is the concentration of Fe
57 in BiFe0 3 • 
Using 80% enriched iron, values of 1n.r are approximately 
20 mg/cm2 , corresponding to about 0.14 mg/cm2 of Fe 57 • 
The mass absorption coefficients and calculated values of 
mT are included in table X·. 
The measurement of sample thickness was necessary for 
accurate determination of the f factor. The measurements 
were difficult to make mechanically, due to the geometry of 
the sample holder, and the difficulty of obtaining an even 
layer of sample on the Be foil. The samples were weighed 
before being placed in the sample holder, but estimated 
thicknesses failed to agree with gamma ray absorption 
TABLE X.·--
MASS ABSORPTION FACTORS AND OPTIMUM THICKNESSES OF 
·sAMPLE ATOMIC MASS PERCENT OPTIMUM USED 
MASS ABSORPTION IRON 57 MASS MASS 
FACTOR IN IRON 
2 (~) - (~) (~) gm 
em em 
Natural Iron 55.85 69.0 2.16 27.7 18.5 
BiFe0 3 312.85 102.8 2.16 19.3 90.0 15.9 
PbZr0 3 346.43 86.9 
PbTi0 3 303.11 97.3 
95% PbZr0 3 344.75 87.7 81.5 22.5 34.1 
5% BiFe03 
95%Pbz:8T~2o 3 336.52 89.6 90.0 22.0 25.3 
5%BiFe0 3 




















measurements. The geometry of the furnace restricted the 
usable area of the sample holder to about l/2 inch in 
diameter on a 3/4 inch diameter disc, reducing the area by 
a factor of two. The thickness was finally measured by 
comparing gamma-ray count rates for an .OOl inch thick iron 
foil and for the sample. Using the calculated absorption 
factors, 1 .5 2 the thickness of the sample was obtained from 
the equation: 
r.s.a.mp·le = exp.C.-. ·ll·s·a.mpl·e .t) 
1iron exp(- ll· t) 1ron 
(A-III-2) 
where I lS the measured count rate, 
ll is the mass absorption coefficient (cm2 /gm), 
t is the thickness (gmJcm2 ). 
The ratio was used to eliminate the effects of the back-
ground and absorption due to the Be foils and counter tube. 
The thicknesses of the samples were found to correspond to 
less than half that expected from the amount of sample used. 
This was not entirely unexpected, since some of the sample 
seemed to pile up at the edges of the sample holder and even 
seep under the retaining ring. 
The factor ncr~ is the number of Fe 57 nuclei per unit 
cross section of resonance absorption. It is calculated 







where n is the number of Fe 57 nuclei per cm2 , 
is the resonance cross section for Fe 57 (jo 
t is the measured thickness (gm/cm2 ), 
cFes' is the concentration of Fe 57 in the sample, 
N lS Avogadro's number (atoms or nuclei per mole), 
0 
APes' is the atomic mass of Fe 57 (gm/mole). 
The result of these measurements and calculations are 
summarized in table X. Since the accuracy of the f. 
determinations and the Debye temperature depend on these 
measurements, the results for the iron foil are also 





CALCULATION OF f FACTOR AND DE BYE' TEMPERATURE 
From equation 36 or 37, the value of f can be 
determined quite easily using the experimental data and the 
sample thickness. An iterative procedure, using Figure 14, 
starts out with the thickness correction factor, G or F, 
equal to one. A value of f is calculated from which a new 
G or F can be determined. This is repeated until f is 
obtained to sufficient precision. Since the graphs are 
quite hard to interpolate from, the precision is limited to 
the second decimal place in f. 
The Debye temperature can be estimated from figure 1. 
Two methods of calculating aD more exactly are available. 
The equation f = e-2w relates e and f thru a function~(~). 
This function is numerically tabulated 7 since it is not 
easily solvable. A self-consistent solution for aD requires 
iteration usi~g the equation: 
X = S~ [1+64CZ(x)]~ (A-IV-1) 
where: 
c - -
Z(x) = ~(x) _· 1 /x ·td't 




is the y-ray energy, 
M is the mass of the emitting atom, 
c lS the velocity of light, 
k is Boltzmann's constant, 
f is the Mossbauer fraction, 
T is temperature in degree~ Kelvin. 
The calculation proceeds with a guess for Z(x) from which 
xis calculated. This x determines a new value of Z(x). 
This is repeated until x and Z(x) are consistent to the 
desired precision. 
The other method derived by Taylor and Craig138 makes 
use of the dependence of f on <x2 > and the second order 
Doppler shift ·(·ov) 
c 
given in eqn.· 38. 
on <v 2 > of the atom. The result is 
. -~ 
They used the ratio of log f/(~) to 
c 
eliminate the troublesome integral ~(x) and to give the 
Debye temperature directly. The determination of the , 
isomer shift-temperature slope can be complicated by the 
effects of a nearby phase transition. The contribution of 
anharmonic effects to the f factor is not known, so that 
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the Debye-Waller factor may be unsatisfactory in determining 
eD from f. The second method eliminates the need of knowing 
the anharmonic contribution to the Mossbauer effect, by 
· ·ov dividing out the effect present in both f and c-· This 
method gives Debyetemperatures consistent with specific 
heat measurements in.the case of some diatomic alloys. 138 
The anharmonic effects in our samples are apparently small, 
since the Debye temperatures differ by about 20°K from the 
straight harmonic approximation. 
The effect of linewidth on f is another problem in 
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these experiments. The linewidths are 2.5 to 4- times 
larger than the natural linewidths,so that the cause for 
broadening must be considered. The factor of 4- can be 
reduced to 3,if four peaks are fitted to the antiferro-
electric sample. The broadening is not strongly dependent 
on temperature even near phase transitions, so that it is 
probably not due to long relaxation times in the lattice. 
It was sugge~by Bell 101 and Stoneham102 that random 
distribution of differently charged atoms caused an 
inhomogeneous broad peak composed of many peaks,having 
natural linewidth,positioned close together. Assuming this 
to be true, f has been calculated using the linewidth 
obtained for iron foil. The increased value of f gave 
higher Debye temperatures. The values obtain~d are more 
reasonable in terms of the fairly rigid.perovskite lattice. 
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APPENDIX V. 
ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENT APPROXIMATION FOR PbZr0 3 . 
A rough estimate of the electric field.gradient in 
PbZrO has been obtained using the structural data of Jona, 
3 
et al. 76 and the internal electric field data of Lyubimov, 
et al •. 125 A large polarization of about 2S~C/cm2 has been 
estimated by Jona, et al. 76 to fit the structure (see figs. 
8 and 43). The displacements in the ab plane are anti-
parallel giving the antiferroelectric effect. The 
polarization along z is apparently strongly bound so that 
no reversal can result at room temperature. 
An examination of the electric fields calculated assuming 
the spontaneous polarization w~s zero gave the same 
conclusion. In the ab plane,the fields have alternating 
signs and are smaller than the fields along the c direction. 
A linear chain model ~ used to estimate the electric 
field gradient for the two. zirconium sites. The chain is 
actually puckered at angles of ~0°. The chain is diagramed 
in fig. 44. 
The electric field gradient ~ approximated by a finite 
differences equation for each ion in the lattice by: 
(A-V-1) 
where: E(z) is the electric field at z, di~ected along z, 
~z is the distance between ions. 





Representation of the oxygen and zirconium 
displacements along the c-axis. 
E Eb E a a 
• 0 • 0 • 0 ~~ 
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• 
Linear chain model used to calculate the electric 
field gradient due to the polarization of the 
zirconium atoms in the lattice. 
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· .. Ea.-.Eh · · · · · 
+ CA-V-2) 
/1b + (2n-l)/1 
· c ac 
and = 
I .Ea.-~ .. 
+ CA-V-3) 
where. i is 
The values 
gave values 
n=~i /1bc + 2n/1ac 
the number of lattices in the sum. 
of E = a 
Eb = 
















4 .17A . 
. 367 x 1016 . ·v 
cm2 
and 
16 .. v 
-1.087 X 10 ---. 
cm2 
The effect of the opposite signs was to invert the 
energy levels of the excited state. The relative splitting 
was the ratio of the two electric field gradients. This 
vzz" 
ratio was = 
1. 087 
_367 ~ 2.97 or nearly three for PbZro 3 . 
This ratio was used in modifying the LORLSF program to 
fit four Lorentzians at the positions x0 ± 11, X ± 3/1. The 0 
Lorentzians are consi;rained to have the same height and 
linewidth. A good fit was obtained for the PbZr0 3 data 
TABLE XI, ~ ...... 
LATTICE PARAMETERS AND ELECTRIC FIELDS FOR PbZr0 3 • 
ATOM X ~ z !J.r E E E lEI 
- b - 0 X y z a c (A) 
10 8 Field times volts/em. 
0 
Pb' .706 .127 .000 .26A -2.091 -2.566 -3.046 4.498 
Pb" .706 .127 .sao .26 -4.957 5.392 -4.728 8.718 
Zr' .243 .124 .250 .04 1.059 -4.055 11.180 12.227 
Zr 11 .243 .124 .750 .04 -0.137 2.060 9.533 9.754 
01 t .270 .150 .980 .35 -1.427 1.320 5.499 5.794 
01 " .270 •. 100 .480 .35 -3.452 -4.120 7.571 9.285 
02 ' .040 .270 .300 .53 -5.135 -3.066 -4.604 7.548 
02 II .040 .270 .750 • 34 -1.112 -0.275 0.901 1.458 
03 I .000 .sao .250 .oo 0.00 o.oo 2.515 2.515 
0 II 
3 .000 .500 .800 .41 0.00 o.oo -3.215 3.215 
04 ' .000 .000 .250 .00 0.00 0.00 0.722 0.722 
04 II .000 .000 .800 • 41 0.00 0.00 -0.495 0.495 
0 0 0 
a = 5.884 A b= 11.768 A c = 8~220 A 
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that required+beryllium~correction using~= 7.5 channels. 
Attempts with~ = 5.5 and 10. gave larger errors. The 
,, -J t. data for PbZr0 3 which did not need the beryllium correc 10n 
were definitely asymmetric. No attempt has been made to fit 
this with more than two peaks. The modification to LORLSF 
to fit unequal heights introduces at least one more 
parameter and convergence is less sure. 
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